A special meeting of the Board of Aldermen was held Tuesday, June 21, 2022, at 7:00 p.m. in the Nashua High
School North auditorium.
President Lori Wilshire presided; City Clerk Susan Lovering recorded.
Prayer was offered by City Clerk Susan Lovering; Alderwoman-at-Large Shoshanna Kelly led in the Pledge to the
Flag.
Let’s start the meeting by taking a roll call attendance.
The roll call was taken with 12 members of the Board of Aldermen present: Alderman O’Brien,
Alderman Sullivan, Alderman Klee, Alderman Lopez, Alderman Jette, Alderwoman Kelly, Alderman Comeau,
Alderman Dowd, Alderman Gouveia, Alderman Cathey, Alderwoman Timmons, Alderman Wilshire.
Alderman Moran, Alderman Clemons, and Alderman Thibeault were recorded absent.
Mayor James W. Donchess, Corporation Counsel Steve Bolton, and CFO John Griffin were also in attendance.
Alderman Wilshire turned the Budget Public Hearing over to Alderman Dowd.
Chairman Dowd
Okay. This evening we're here for a public hearing on the FY23 budget. This is an opportunity for members of the public
to answer questions and the Aldermen will be listening to questions and answers before we have a final action on the
budget. So this evening, it's going to be a little different than we've had in the past, but not much. When you come up the
first time, you can have five minutes to make a statement and ask a question. After asking the question on any particular
Division, I would ask you to then sit down let someone else ask a question. If you have another question after that when
everybody's had a chance, you can come up and ask another question. You'll have three minutes and we will be timing.
Also this year rather than call out every single Department and every Division, we're going to call out the Division. I'll tell
you which departments are in those divisions and you can ask any question on that division. Then we'll move on to the
next division.
The other thing is that this is an opportunity to ask questions about the budget. It is not an opportunity to degrade any city
employees. So we ask you as a courtesy, please do not degrade any city employees during this procedure. If you do, I
will ask you to please refrain from doing that and we'll move on. You're not on the Board of Aldermen so you can't call a
point of order.
Laura Ortolano
When we did a hearing on the teacher's contract, Miss Wilshire said there was no time limit. It's a hearing and you
can ask questions and you'd have unlimited time. The teachers had unlimited time. Why are the citizens restricted
and why are we restricted to one question? I object to that.
Chairman Dowd
You can ask multiple questions. You just have to give other people the courtesy of being able to get up and ask a
question. So you're not limited that much. Your first question and statement is five minutes. You can come up again
and ask another question for three minutes and you could ask other questions for three minutes.
Laurie Ortolano
That's inappropriate and that is a big deal. If I don't want to talk for five minutes but I want to ask questions for three
minutes, I should be allowed to do so. I can tell you I’m going to start with questions.
Chairman Dowd
Excuse me. That's the way we've been holding these public hearings for at least the 40 some odd years I've been
involved. So we're not changing tonight. With that, we're going to have an opening from the Mayor. He's going to
give a presentation.
Mayor Donchess
Alright well thank you Mr. Chair and members of the Board of Aldermen. You see the cover page, we are considering
the Fiscal Year 2023 proposed budget. So we'll go to the first slide now. Something came out today which I thought I
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would tell you about. Some good news regarding the city and its budget. For again this year second year in a row,
Nashua was ranked - and again this came out today - the number four overall best run city in the United States in the
WalletHub survey.
Now this is an important team effort. So I want to thank all of our city employees in all of our departments for
contributing to this. If you read the – if you look into some of the details, you'll see the areas that we scored
particularly high are on safety. And of course, we want to thank our Fire and Police Departments for all of their efforts
in that area. I think we ranked number one on safety. We ranked very high on quality of services and very high on
cost of services. In other words, taxation or cost per person in the city. So all of our departments have contributed
because we're clearly running a safe city and a city in which services are rendered on a very efficient basis - effective
and efficient. In other words for the dollar spent compared with all of these other cities across the country, we are
among the best, at least in this survey, in the United States. So again, I want to thank our city employees, City Hall,
Fire Police, schools, Library, Public Works, everybody who contributes to this recognition again.
So let's go to the next slide. But we may be an efficient, effective city but we certainly face financial challenges. Now
we all know the effect of inflation. It's hitting all of us, including city government. Over on the left on this slide, you see
some of the national trends regarding inflation. You can read down the list it starts with fuel oil up 107%, gasoline 49,
and on down the list. Again, I'm sure our citizens, our residents are feeling this in their home budgets. Construction
materials up 300/200% for lumber and steel. Of course, that affects us as well. Now we have some contracts in
place. So looking specifically to the city budget, diesel fuel up 28% - a little bit more, gasoline 22, heating oil 20%,
winter salt 45%, health insurance 12%, and liability insurance 7%. In other words, this is rippling across our budget
and I'm sure the home budgets of our residents.
Now another challenge we face in terms of trying to address the reasonable tax rate is the 2022 revaluation. This is just so it's clear - State mandated. If the city had a choice, we would not be doing a revaluation right now but this has
been ordered by the State of New Hampshire. The challenge here is for our homeowners that as you see on the left,
the values of all properties have increased since the last State ordered revaluation but residential values are going up,
have gone up significantly more than commercial values. Residential of course are homes. Commercial - by that we
mean shopping malls, office buildings, industrial properties. There they have not gone up as much as the homes and
within the residential class. Some homes are going to go up more than others. People keep saying to be no one is
average. Well there are a few that will be average but many will be above, many below, but on average homes are
going up a lot more than the value of commercial property. As you see on the right, this results in a shift of the
property tax burden from commercial to residential.
Just to show you, this is a potential impact. This is an estimate. This may not be, you know, probably be close to the
final result but this gives you just an estimate of what could occur. So right now, the green residential represents 65%
roughly of the tax base. Meaning if you add all of the value of residential properties up together and you add all the
commercial values also, 65% of the total is residences and right now about 35% of total values are commercial
properties. Once this revaluation is over this estimate, it could be a little bit more, but this estimate suggests that
instead of 65%, it will now be about 67 ½% of total taxes, total values will be paid by residences. The property taxes –
a revaluation brings everything to 100% of fair market value and therefore when you add all those values up all the
property in the city, this estimate suggests that now residential will pay 67% instead of 65 representing, again, a shift
onto residential property owners. This gives you an estimate of the way property values have gone up. It suggests
since the last - and this is again an estimate, it's not a final figure - that it suggests that the average property,
residential, average home has gone up 39% since the last revaluation. In other words if the home was worth
$300,000 before, now its $420,000 or $415,000 something like that. Commercial only up 22% on average and that is
why we're going to - that's the cause of the shift that I spoke about on the last slide.
Now has now let's go turn to the budget. We have as I suggested been impacted by inflation in many different ways.
The budget increase over Fiscal ‘22 is approximately 4% but we continue to budget conservatively and try to deliver
services effectively and efficiently as we possibly can. We do have stable revenue. Outside property taxes for
example, vehicle registrations which is a very significant item of revenue in the city for all municipalities across New
Hampshire, and we continue to be earning not much on money we have in the bank. I'd like to stress that in New
Hampshire, the State system is that most - the vast majority of State and local taxes are property tax. There are no
obviously income or sales taxes and things like that so it costs around the property tax and we are either the most or
one of the most property tax reliant States in the country.
So let's go to the next slide. Overall, you will see that the general fund budget is $302 million or almost $303. That's
the bottom line for the entire general fund budget. We do have enterprise funds. They total $44 million and there are
special revenue funds totaling $59 million.
Next slide. This just shows you a little history of what has happened with the budgets over the last two years. On the
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left, you see what the budget was, the proposed budget is this year, what the budget was two years ago. On the right
shows you the figure for two years. In other words, Fire and Police have gone up about 7% over two years. In other
words, 3 ½ percent a year approximately. Schools up 4.78 or about 2.4% per year. DPW 3.48 over two years or
about 1.75 per year - 1.75% and City Hall up 2.27 over two years meaning about 1.1 or 1.2% per year on average.
So that shows you some of the trends. The Board of Aldermen and I am committed to continue to be committed to
make sure we have a safe city. So you see the emphasis on safety services and we want to make sure we deliver
quality education to the 11,000 and some students - our young people here in New Hampshire. So I think the budget
shows that schools are also a significant priority for the city. That's it. We'll now go to the public hearing portion but
I'd just like, again, to thank all of our city employees for and congratulate you on again being recognized a second
year in a row as the fourth best run city in the United States. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
PUBLIC HEARING
Chairman Dowd open the Public Hearing on the FY23 Budget.
Sequence in Which City Department Budgets will be Discussed:

Dept. #

Revenue

Appropriations

GENERAL GOVERNMENT DIVISION
101

MAYOR'S OFFICE

52

102

BOARD OF ALDERMEN

53

103

LEGAL DEPARTMENT

54

107

CITY CLERK’S OFFICE

29

57

OTHER PUBLIC SAFETY
156

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

132

157

CITYWIDE COMMUNICATIONS

135

PUBLIC HEALTH AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
171

PUBLIC HEALTH & COMMUNITY SERVICES

172

COMMUNITY HEALTH

173

142
37, 238

146

ENVIORNMENTAL HEALTH

37

149

174

WELFARE ADMINISTRATION

38

152

175

WELFARE ASSISTANCE

153

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
106

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

72

110

ARLINGTON STREET COMMUNITY CENTER

75

111

HUMAN RESOURCES

78

112

PAYROLL

81

113

BENEFITS

83

120

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

86

122

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

89
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128

RISK MANAGEMENT

93

129

CITY BUILDINGS

97

130

PURCHASING

132

ASSESSING

134

GIS

31

105

2505

PEG ACCESS CHANNELS FUND

32

244

31

100
102

GENERAL GOVERNMENT
131

HUNT BUILDING

62

158

PARKING ENFORCEMENT

29

63

166

PARKING OPERATIONS

30

64

183

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

4085

NASHUA RIVERWALK TIF DISTRICT

253

253

2610

SCHOOL STREET TIF DISTRICT

255

255

2506

HUNT BUILDING FACILITY RENTAL FUND

246

246

42

180

68

PUBLIC LIBRARY
179

PUBLIC LIBRARY

FINANCIAL SERVICES DIVISION
118

OTHER GENERAL GOVERNMENT

32

107

126

FINANCIAL SERVICES

33

111

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
various
81

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT

306

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

217, 218

OTHER PUBLIC SAFETY
159

HYDRANT FEES – FIRE PROTECTION

137

162

STREET LIGHTING

138

193

DEBT SERVICE, CONTINGENCY & INTERFUND
TRANSFERS
DEBT SERVICE

210

194

CONTINGENCY

214

198

INTERFUND TRANSFERS

215

2508

SPECIAL ROAD AND HIGHWAY FUND

249, 250

249, 250

2510

PENNICHUCK ACQUISITION BOND FUND

251, 252

251, 252

257

257

VARIOUS

CITY SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS FUNDED BY
GRANTS
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PUBLIC WORKS and ENGINEERING
160

ADMINISTRATION and ENGINEERING

39

157

161

STREET DEPARTMENT

39

161

177

PARKS AND RECREATION

40

165

168

SOLID WASTE FUND

222

223-227

169

WASTERWATER USER FUND

231

232-236

36, 248

126

PUBLIC SAFETY
152

FIRE DEPARTMENT

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIVSION
153

BUILDING INSPECTION

43

185

155

CODE ENFORCEMENT

43

188

170

HYDROELECTRIC OPERATIONS

43

189

181

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

182

PLANNING & ZONING

185

SUSTAINABILITY

109

CIVIC & COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES

257

59

186

TRANSPORTATION

257

201

35 & 239

116

45, 259-275

206

192
44

195
198

PUBLIC SAFETY
150

POLICE DEPARTMENT

EDUCATION
191

SCHOOL DEPARTMENT

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
1001

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT

218

ENTERPRISE FUNDS-REVENUE & APPROPRIATIONS
6000

SOLID WASTE FUND ESTIMATED REVENUES

6000

SOLID WASTE FUND APPROPRIATIONS

222
223

WASTEWATER
6200

WASTEWATER FUND ESTIMATED REVENUES

6200

WASTEWATER FUND APPROPRIATIONS

SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS-REVENUE &
APPROPRIATIONS

231
232
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City Special Revenue Funds
2501

PUBLIC HEALTH CLIENT FEES FUND

238

238

2502

LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING FUND

239

239

2503

PARKS & RECREATION PROGRAMS FUND

240

240

2504

HOLMAN STADIUM EVENTS FUND

241

241

2505

PEG ACCESS CHANNELS FUND

244-245

244-245

2506

HUNT BUILDING FACILTY RENTAL FUND

246-247

246-247

2507

FIRE TRAINING FACILTY RENTAL FUND

248

248

2508

SPECIAL ROAD & HIGHWAY FUND

249-250

249-250

2510

PENNICHUCK ACQUISITION BOND FUND

251-252

251-252

259-260

259-260

School Special Revenue Funds
2100

FOOD SERVICES

2120

SUMMER FEEDING PROGRAM

261

261

2201

DRIVER’S EDUCATION

262

262

2204

SUMMER SCHOOL

263

263

2207

ADULT CONTINUING EDUCATION

264-265

264-265

2212

ATHLETIC REVENUE FUND

266

266

2217

SCHOOL FACILITIES RENTAL

267

267

2222

AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM

268

268

2227

NORTH STUDENT SHOP

269

269

2232

SOUTH STUDENT SHOP

270

270

2247

CULINARY ARTS

271

271

2252

DAY CARE

272

272

2257

SPECIAL EDUCATION-LOCAL TUITION

273

273

2258

SCHOOL CTE TUITION FUND

274

274

3899

SCHOOL GRANTS

275

Chairman Dowd
Okay. Now we'll open up the public hearing on the budget. This is intended for you to ask questions about the
budget. It's not an opportunity to give speeches or soap boxes. So if you come up, you have five minutes. You may
make a statement if you feel on the budget and ask one question. Then you will have to wait for if there's another
person wants to speak on this particular division, you'll have to wait till anybody who wants to speak in this Division is
done to come back to ask a second question in which time you'll get three minutes. The first one under consideration
is General Government Division. It's Departments 101 - the Mayor's office, 102 the Board of Aldermen, 103 Legal
Department, and 107 City Clerk's office.
PUBLIC COMMENT
Fred Teeboom
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Okay. My name is Fred Teeboom, 24 Cheyenne Drive. Before we get into your little agenda, I'd like to make a couple
of comments about the spending cap. One of the reasons I'm doing it here is because when I came before the Budget
Review Committee, I was told the spending cap was not related to the budget. It’s a complete false…
Chairman Dowd
Excuse me. That's not what you were told. It was not being taken up by the Budget Committee because we don't set
the spending cap.
Fred Teeboom
It has everything to do with this spending cap and the Budget Committee. Then last week, the city held a special
Board of Aldermen meeting. I asked to attend that meeting and make my own presentation. Nobody responded.
Nobody allowed me to speak even though in previous years I was allowed to speak not being an Alderman. Just I
was not allowed to speak and I listened for about two hours to the most gross misrepresentation of the spending cap
I've ever heard. In fact it was such a gross misrepresentation, it’s an illegal misrepresentation. Almost a criminal
misrepresentation.
I will now address the spending cap in the five minutes I have. I'll come back if I need more five minutes. Nashua
spending cap is intended to cap the general purpose taxes and general purpose fees of the general fund and the
enterprise fund, which are the only funds over which the Aldermen have control. It's important because Chapter 56
says budgets are to be proposed by departments only on those items on which Aldermen have control. Chapter 56.
I sent a letter out to all the Aldermen, and the Mayor, CFO Griffin. I explained this in some detail. Nobody responded.
Let me say this, Nashua has never included grants in its annual budget either special revenue funds or the general
fund and never added grants into the annual budget because it would be total appropriations - never. Now since I've
been tracking this for 30 years roughly since 1993. I'm told many years before that. Nashua’s Charter, its Charter, is
grandfathered from including grants in its spending cap with SB 52. SB 52 authorized the caps enacted before year
2011. In 2011, grants had to be included in the Charter. Attorney Bolton well knows that we were exempted by SB
52. We went to the Supreme Court together on this. SB 52 fixed the law. It says specifically any charter that has a
cap budget before 5 July 2011 is grandfathered and it can be a cap of any kind. Nashua has never included grants in
the spending cap since its origin of the cap in 1994. Nashua has NEVER included special revenue funds in its
spending cap since its origin in 1994 since these are restricted funds. Its specific targeted funding sources. Why
would anyone want to cap…
Chairman Dowd
One minute if you want to ask a question on this round.
Fred Teeboom
…special revenue funds and why would anyone want to cap grants? What possesses the Attorney and the CFO to so
grossly misrepresent the Charter law in Nashua? What possesses them to do? They come up with $130 million
under the cap at an enormous amounts of grants. It will happen next time. We don't have that many grants. It would
be flipping back and forth up and down the budget. It's crazy. I'll come back Mr. Chairman to conclude my – I got
further remarks. There's my podium by the way. If anybody wants to use it, I'll keep the budget book right here on the
podium.
Chairman Dowd
Is there anyone else that has a question for this portion of the budget?
Paula Johnson
Good evening. My name is Paula Johnson. I'm with the Board of Education but I'm speaking in reference to myself
as a citizen of this city not as a member of the Board of Education. I got a copy of this budget book and I think this is
really disgraceful this book. If I want to reference what somebody's salary was from last year, go ahead. I got to start
digging and finding my book from last year to see what they've earned this year. And you know Mayor, I’ll tell you I
came in a little bit late because I hadn't back to back meetings just down the hall right over there. And, you know,
you're talking about inflation like we were talking in finance. I don't understand how the residents of this city are going
to be able to afford their taxes, the gas for their cars, the heat their homes, and the electricity and yet you're telling us
that our taxes are gonna go up probably our assessment 39%. The shift is coming again, which we all knew this shift
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was going to come because it got worse during COVID when everything got shut down because the Governor
deemed most of us were non-essential and we couldn't go to work to put a roof over our head and food on the table.
So if anybody thinks I like the Governor, I don't and I'm gonna vote against him this year. But you know…
Mayor Donchess
Can I just clarify one thing?
Paula Johnson
Yeah.
Mayor Donchess
Hopefully not to cut into your time.
Paula Johnson
Yeah, I’m taking my time off the clock.
Mayor Donchess
We’re not saying the taxes are going up 39%. We're saying the houses went up 39% in value.
Paula Johnson
I know what you're saying but you know what, let's do the shell game Mayor because we all know what's going to
happen. You're going to lower the tax rate but my assessment is going to go up. So no matter how you slice and dice
it, my taxes are going up. So is my electricity is doubling. My gas for my car - I went from $1.75 a gallon. What a
mean tweet to over $4 a gallon with a sleepy man. How does people be able to put food on their table and be able to
afford anything anymore? So what's going to happen? People aren't going to be able to afford to pay their taxes and
yet we have over $9 million out there of tax liens and the Veterans can't even get any more taxes. We can't go from
500 to 750 because there's $9 million of tax liens in there and the Veterans aren't even appreciated. Thank you.
Laura Colquhoun
Laura Colquhoun, 30 Greenwood Drive. First of all, I'd like to correct the Mayor. The State had to step in because the
city neglected to do what was done by law which is to do the reval. since 1990. So yes it's the State that came in that
had to tell the city that they weren't doing a good job.
I want to thank both the Mayor and City Hall for their creative accounting methods of coming up with this year's
budget. As usual, sticking it to the Nashua taxpayer. In the years that the spending cap has been in place, never
once did the city include grant funds because they were not paid by the taxpayers. Grant funds are monies received
and must be spent on the projects that the grants are given for and no residential tax money goes into these funds.
However, our Mayor wants to make sure that he can spend more money. So he's included these fund this year. If the
Mayor did it the correct way, he would find that he's really over the spending cap by $6.1 million. Even that's not the
full amount because his budget does not show the transfer of the solid waste funds of 5.8. I really appreciate that
one. You just dropped that.
This means that the budget is over by $11.9 million. If you look at the Mayor and includes the solid waste transfer,
this is usually around $5 million which has never been put on the budget for some strange reason. If you want to
reduce the taxpayers’ fund, stop padding the taxes that we pay. It seems like you had $5 to $7 million every year and
then you graciously give us back $2 million. Well you know what, cut the spending and cut our rates now so we don't
have to pay it. Okay. That would be a novel idea. Thank you.
Chairman Dowd
Okay just one piece of housekeeping before we go too far. We forgot to take the budget off the table. So Alderman
O'Brien we'd like to make a motion.
MOTION BY ALDERMAN O’BRIEN TO TAKE FROM THE TABLE R-22-035
MOTION CARRIED
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R-22-035
Endorsers: Mayor Jim Donchess
Alderman-at-Large Michael B. O’Brien, Sr.
Alderman John Sullivan
Alderman Patricia Klee
Alderman Thomas Lopez
Alderman Alex Comeau
Alderman Richard A. Dowd
Alderman John Cathey
Alderman Derek Thibeault
Alderman-at-Large Lori Wilshire
RELATIVE TO THE ADOPTION OF THE FISCAL YEAR 2023 PROPOSED BUDGET FOR THE CITY OF NASHUA
GENERAL, ENTERPRISE, SPECIAL REVENUE AND GRANT FUNDS
Chairman Dowd
Thank you. Motion carries. Thank you name and address for the record.
Diane Lothrop
Diane Lothrop, 10 Althea Lane in Nashua. I wanted to say that I do not support this budget nor the spending going on
at Nashua City Hall. How can we afford to pay? How can we afford you raising our taxes while we're forced to live
through this current recession in our country? Our electric bills are going up by more than 50%. We feel a pain at the
pump when we fill up our cars. Some people can't even afford to drive to work. Our grocery bills have gone up by
30%. What about the children of this city going hungry because their parents can't afford to buy food? How will
people be able to afford heating this winter? Don't you care about the average citizen of the city how they're going to
survive after you continue to raise their taxes thanks to your spending sprees? Do you think the citizens are going to
be able to take this much longer? Please learn how to live within your means. We all do. Stop the spending and stop
raising our taxes. Thank you.
Laurie Ortolano
Laurie Ortolano, 41 Berkeley Street. I'd like to go through these departments. I'll have some questions and I'll come
back through. Regarding the statement made by the Mayor for the opening statement, I'd like to offer a little
perspective on this measure and list that he spoke about. He made certain to let the public know that this was State
mandated and if he had had his choice, he wouldn't be doing it. I'm very concerned about that because when the
State did mandate this in 2019, okay after the 2018 reevaluation, they gave us four years to fix our numbers. We are
obligated to do it at a maximum of every five. So we had to do it within five years. Now there were a number of
different assessing offices from around the State that said why doesn’t Nashua just get it done in one or two? Just
screen this thing through and be done? The city certainly had the right to go to the BTLA and say hey we'll get it done
in two years. We'll have it done it by 2020. We’ll have it done in 2021. But the BTLA said we'll give you four years.
The only amount of time they could have given you is 2023.
It sounds very whiny to me. When I hear a Mayor say the State made us do it. It's whiny and our valuations are off by
40 to 50%. The State and the Assessing Standards Boards the DRA recommend that if your valuations fall below
90%, that you do a revaluation. We're at 60% on average and your condos and starter homes are at 50%. They're
definitely going to see a tax hike. We have a lot of condos in this city. So to turn around and say that, you know, I
wouldn't be doing that now. I hope you would. At 40% at 60% valuation, this is the problem with our Assessing
Department in the city. We don't know what to do and we're not doing it well. I think the State better stay on us and
keep mandating when it should be done because it appears you don't know when it needs to be done. So that's my
comment on the Mayor's office. The only thing we might potentially need to add to the budget is a chauffeur for the
Mayor because I think your driving is very questionable getting here.
Board of Aldermen. I'm concerned by the budget and the suggestion of an increase to add another full time person for
the clerk. I think the Board of Aldermen has to cut their committees and cut the board itself. I've been going to
Aldermen meetings for three years and I find a 15 member board not to be effective. My biggest concern are the atlarge Aldermen. Those are the people who I see do so little. The Ward Aldermen have obligations to their Wards.
The city should be set up with nine wards, that's it. That would control the costs in your Board of Aldermen office and
then get the rid of some of these committees. All these Aldermen are assigned to go sit on these committees. Many
of these committees don't get covered by Aldermen because they can't possibly do all the work. You've got too many
committees and you can't have successful Aldermen when they're assigned to do work they cannot get done. So I do
not support creating another full time position so that the administrative services person who's handling the minutes
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the clerk can get the job done because you know she can't do it with the number of committees you have in a board
this size. Let's fix that problem by not adding more clerks to handle all the committees that we can't keep up with.
I want to ask some questions and talk about the Legal Department. We should not be adding another attorney to the
Legal Department and leaving the fourth attorney in there. A Right to Know Attorney is an absolute waste. We've had
plenty of lawsuits and you all saw that I got a ruling today from the court and one another pro se suit on emails, which
probably the city will appeal that as well to the Supreme Court. But exactly what are we getting for from this office? I
can't see minute what's happening there.
Chairman Dowd
One minute.
Laurie Ortolano
When the budget was presented by Attorney Bolton to your Budget Committee, he never said that that Right to Know
Attorney is going to be doing other things. So my question is what is the Right to Know Attorney in the budget book
going to be doing? And do we have a policy written or unwritten from this Right to Know Attorney on how right to
knows are processed, whether a taxpayer is in litigation or not. I want to know what that policy is and I would like
somebody to explain it here tonight. I'll yield my time and let the next person speak. Thank you.
Chairman Dowd
Is there anyone else that would like to comment on general government division or ask a question? You have three
minutes. Name and address for the record.
Fred Teeboom
No we have five minutes.
Chairman Dowd
Three minutes. Subsequent questions, I said three minutes. I've heard nothing but statements. If you want to ask a
question ask a question.
Fred Teeboom
I’m gonna tell you my statement. I should before I continue making a statement, I'm going to quote something from
the spending cap - the Charter law that everybody seems to ignore it. The Mayor, the Board of Aldermen, and all
departments in the City of Nashua shall prepare their annual budget proposals. The Board of Aldermen shall act upon
such proposals. How can you say, Mr. Chairman, they need a Budget Committee the spending cap is none of your
concern?
Chairman Dowd
I never said that was not our concern. I said we don't determine it.
Fred Teeboom
It was none of your concern, then how do you not determine it?
Chairman Dowd
Asked and answered.
Fred Teeboom
Who does determine it?
Chairman Dowd
It's determined by the Mayor, and Finance, and Legal.
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Fred Teeboom
And that's not presented to your Budget Committee?
Chairman Dowd
We had a presentation on the spending cap.
Fred Teeboom
That did not go into the calculation. And the calculation itself is a gross misrepresentation. I can see I'm getting
nowhere on that question. Let me go on. Before I do that, the tax rate. The spending caps is also tied to the tax rate
because the more you spend, the more you're taxed, and probably the more you charge your fees.
Chairman Dowd
One minute.
Fred Teeboom
When I was on the Board of Aldermen, we were routinely presented with particular tax rates - routinely by the
Administrative Service Department and they came within 5% or closer to the actual tax rate set by the DRA. You can
see why. The Mayor knows precisely what residential portion goes up and what residential commercial portion goes
down. Pretty closely what the city's worth – the taxable part of the city. So they can very accurately predict the tax
rate. The fact that we refuse to do it, keeps this Board in the dark and I haven’t seen anybody on this Board insist on
seeing it. I'll sit down and wait for next comment and not I’ll come back and have another (inaudible) remarks.
Laura Colquhoun
Laura Colquhoun, 30 Greenwood Drive. If you look at the proposed budget, you will see the general government
expenses are up 7 1/2 %, Administrative Services is up 12.9%, and Financial Services are up 17.1%. The next part is
the real creative part of accounting that I really appreciate it is because the city is reporting a negative 59.84% in the
interfund transfer account. But if the city actually showed the solid waste transfer of $5.8 million, which is on the
budget, it would not be a negative figure and it would be a positive figure of 70.93%. That would increase the budget
to up to 5%. Every resident in Nashua is now cutting back on food, gasoline, electric, water and anything they can
think of in order to get their spending down. But what does our Mayor do, he's increasing it by 3.9 or in reality 5% if
you include the $5.8 million in solid waste. While most residents do not have city or government jobs with great
salaries and pensions to live off, most residents are living from paycheck to paycheck and are on fixed incomes.
The Mayor loves to blame the State for his problems. However, it's not the State's fault. It's the Mayor’s fault.
Remember, he has his pet projects and he likes to have them done and the burden always seems to fall on the
Nashua taxpayer. Well this taxpayer is telling you I've had enough.
Laurie Ortolano
Laurie Ortolano, 41 Berkeley Street. So I asked a question at my last five minutes but didn't get an answer. What's
the policy for answering it?
Chairman Dowd
You have three minutes to ask a question. The time doesn't count when the answer is being given. So if you have a
question, ask a question and I'll pause the clock.
Laurie Ortolano
Were the rules such that you could ask one question in the five minute discussion?
Chairman Dowd
You could have asked one in the five minutes that you…
Laurie Ortolano
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I did.
Chairman Dowd
What was the question?
Laurie Ortolano
I asked two. What's the Right to Know Coordinator going to be doing for the city? I mean the Right to Know lawyer.
What role are they going to be performing for the city within that budget?
Chairman Dowd
Who wants to address that? I think the City Attorney is going to address that.
Laurie Ortolano
Thank you.
Steve Bolton, Corporation Counsel
We are not proposing adding any positions in the Legal Department. So that was a misstatement made earlier. The
Right to Know Coordinator is an Attorney. She mostly provides guidance to city managers and officials on compliance
with Right to Know provisions of the law - essentially Chapter 91A of the Revised Statutes Annotated. She does
some amount of training of city personnel. She also does what other legal work gets assigned to her. She, for
example, sits on the Taxi Cab Commission which licenses the cab and cab drivers and handles appeals from
decisions of the City Clerk's office on those licensing. She also may work on other cases. My plan is to have her do
more of the code enforcement type work but whatever else is needed. She is part of a team that addresses all legal
issues along with me and the other two lawyers in the office and the two paralegals that work with us.
Chairman Dowd
Do you have another question to ask?
Laurie Ortolano
I do. So that question didn't - I'm going to make a statement that my assumption is this Right to Know Attorney is
spending more there than half their time on Right to Know work otherwise I would hope they wouldn't have the title
Right to Know Attorney and I'm opposed to that position because I think it's a waste of taxpayer money and it has not
been effective.
Did this Right to Know Attorney who provides counsel to departments and all establish any type of written or unwritten
policy on how Right to Knows are handled throughout the entire city and in particular, handled for those who have
pending litigation against the city regarding a Right to Know issue within a specific department? Is there such does
such policy exist either written or unwritten for the entire city? I don't want to know of a division policy. I want to know
of a city wide policy.
Steve Bolton, Corporation Counsel
No.
Laurie Ortolano
Then we should definitely cut that position. Please dump that Right to Know Attorney because if you can establish the
basic policies for how Right to Know is going to be handled for your citizens, then that's been a big fail.
I also feel we need a new Corporation Counsel for the city. I feel this Counsel has been a big disappointment and it's
simply not fit for duty.
Chairman Dowd
You’re starting to pick on people and I told you to refrain from doing that.
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Laurie Ortolano
I don't think I'm picking on them at all. I can speak to specifics. Would you like that?
Chairman Dowd
And your time is up.
Laurie Ortolano
Okay. I'll be back.
Paul Hutsteiner
Paul Hutsteiner, 310 Brook Village Road. I was wondering if we had ever thought of any alternative ways of
generating revenue. The State runs a lottery and seems successful. Could Nashua do something like that maybe
with prizes instead of cash?
Mayor Donchess
I think the city attorney can answer but I think the answer is we're not authorized to run such a lottery and we'd have to
be by State law. I mean they authorize themselves and the city but maybe we'll get a quick answer from Attorney
Bolton.
Steve Bolton, Corporation Counsel
You're absolutely correct Mayor. The State has a monopoly on lotteries with the exception of charitable raffles, which
are somewhat akin to a lottery. No. No one else can run lotteries in the State of New Hampshire.
Christina McKinley
Christina McKinley, 6 Southgate Drive. In general, I thought there were some improvements in the way the budget
was presented. What was missing was on your slides Mayor Donchess and I wonder if it's possible to get a copy of
that because I really missed seeing the percentages and the changes. I think that's important. There are very few of
us who are either accountants or attorneys and most of us are very busy so spending hours and hours trying to figure
out what the actual changes, the meaning of the changes, the percentage is useful in that regard so that we have a
sense of what we did last year going forward.
I liked the fact that the mission statements were added because it helps to understand what the purpose of the
department is and whether or not from a citizens perspective you are achieving the mission. To that regard, I think
that it's possible based on just my experience with a particular neighborhood issue over the last nine months it's
possible that the mission that I see for Public Works they're a group underneath Public Works that includes the Street
Department, well you probably know better than I, the whole group that's underneath Public Works, Parks and
Recreation. It appears to me that for people interested in green space, that the mission statements within this
document call attention to why green space isn't at the top of anyone's list. That's not part of the Public Works
Department mission. It's not part of the Street Department mission. It's not part of the Parks and Recreation mission.
So perhaps the reason why we're seeing what's happening at Roby Park and the picture on page 312 does not in any
way indicate what's happening there. But maybe that's the reason why it's happening.
I want to call attention in a positive way to our new Ward Alderman John Sullivan who has been helpful in trying to call
attention. I also heard back. I tried to contact many people and I heard back from Alderman Cathey somewhere,
yeah. So I know there are some people listening and I appreciate that particularly maybe John Sullivan. We recently
as a member of Ward 9 received a special notice about this meeting. That's the first time that's ever happened as far
as I know. I don't believe I ever heard from many Aldermen in advance of the budget meeting before. So hats off to
you. In doing so, I also happened to take a look at and ended up on an old website for his campaign and learned
some things about him that I didn't know. So, again, hats off to someone who was or I guess probably still is part of
the Rotary Club…
Chairman Dowd
One minute if you want to ask a question.
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Christina McKinley
…who and the Rotary Club was very involved in what's happening at Roby Park. So in spite of that connection, he
took a personal look at what was happening there without a preconceived notion based on his membership. I
appreciate that. What I will call attention to, however, is please look at the auditorium. When I was here last year, I
said what is it that the city is not doing that is causing people to not be interested enough to show up? Thank you
John Sullivan for trying. We need a whole lot more of that. If we if we look at why people are falling away from
national politics is because they're disgusted.
Chairman Dowd
Times up.
Christina McKinley
You can think about why they're not here.
Mayor Donchess
Well thank you for your comments about the budget presentation. We're trying to increase the information every year.
I mean some years ago there were no explanation regarding anything. So the mission statement, and the goals, and
the objectives, and accomplishments are intended to help the public understand what these departments are doing.
But we have a whole group of people who worked on that - Megan Caron, Kim Kleiner, John Griffin, Rose Evans,
others work on the budget very hard and are trying to make it more accessible. So every year, we will try to increase
the information and hopefully improve your insight into the goals and objectives of each department.
Yeah, that'll be part of the minutes. It'll be part of the minutes of the meeting. Yeah.
Chairman Dowd
Are there any other questions on general government division because when we move on to another division, we can't
go back? So you'll only be able to ask questions on that division. Name and address for the record.
Paula Johnson
Paula Johnson, 15 Westborn Drive. I think I forgot to give you that the last time but here it is now. When I came in, I
just want to tell you about the slides. I could barely read them because of the dark light writing so you might wanna
make a memo on that for next time because with the vision even with my glasses, I couldn't see it. So I just want to
let you know about that. I couldn't read the slides at all.
Chairman Dowd
I don’t want to interrupt but the slides will be part of the official record and will be on the website.
Paula Johnson
I get it but I'm sitting here and I can't read it during the presentation. Also when the Mayor talked about motor vehicle
revenue, I'd like to see how that's gonna go soon because there's no cars on the lot because they can't get chips and
they can't get parts. If you go by a lot of dealerships, there’s a lot of black hot top there instead of vehicles that used
to sit on a lot. And you know Alderman Dowd no disrespect, but calm down a little bit because you're now you're
getting a little bit too hostile here a little bit. No disrespect to you but I'm just saying just calm down a little bit because
we're all here for a reason. I'm elected. I get it. People can get nasty to me and whatever they want. I don't care.
You know, I'm a servant to the people. You're a servant to the people. They're all serving to the people here and
when we don't serve our people, then there's a problem. They lose respect for us and we're here to help them. I've
been to two meetings before this tonight and I'll be in five meetings if I have to to help my constituents. So I'm just
saying that, you know, it's about time that we start taking a look and we're more respectful to people who are standing
up here because we and I, even though I'm elected, I still pay my taxes in the city. I still run and my taxes I have to
pay next week $3,000. And I'm only allowed $250 each half in December and June. My husband's a Veteran and I
know Alderman Timmons is a Veteran and I thank her for her service here. Our Veterans should be appreciated more
and they should be getting that extra $250 a year. Shame on us as a city when we can spend money like crazy and
we can't even honor our Veterans. Thank you.
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Fred Teeboom
I got the podium here because I'm getting a little old to be standing there with papers in my hands.
Chairman Dowd
Name and address for the record.
Fred Teeboom
Fred Teeboom, 24 Cheyenne Drive. I’m going to tell you a couple more comments about the spending cap and I have
two questions. I mentioned I left the last statement is why would anybody want to cap special revenue funds and
grants. Nashua spending cap deals ONLY with current year budget spending and next year's proposed budget
spending. This is one year now and one year next, not future years. The spending cap does not include an entire
multiyear bonded projects. For instance, 20 years of a project. Like a $21 million project put in the current year if it's
expensed over 20 years.
Only principle and interest payments called “debt service” which is accounts number 75 in a given budget year for that
project is counted under the spending cap. Capital projects are not included in spending cap calculation unless
expensed entirely within the current and future budget year. So now I’ve got two questions either for the CFO or for
the Attorney that seems to answer all the questions here. Why after all these years suddenly in Fiscal ‘22 $77.4
million in grants were added to the budget. In the Fiscal ’23 that’s always been many years not having this. $38
billion is in grants added to the budget. Like either CFO Griffin pretty quiet, or the Attorney, or both answer that
question.
Steve Bolton, Corporation Counsel
The State enabling legislation is very specific on this. A Charter provision with a tax or spending cap can provide the
grants and the expenditure of grant money not be included if a super majority of votes of the Board of Aldermen or a
city council occurs. Furthermore, capital improvements whether from grant proceeds or from current years budgetary
spending, those can be excluded with a supermajority vote if it says so in the Charter. Our Charter does not say that
and we have not had any supermajority vote by the Board of Aldermen. Therefore, expenditure of grant money must
be included and therefore expenditures for capital improvements must be included.
Fred Teeboom
Just a minute. Follow up.
Chairman Dowd
Follow up question.
Fred Teeboom
If that's true, and I don't agree with all that but that's true - but if that is true why for the past 24 years - and I’ve tracked
now 26 years and maybe longer before (inaudible) was never included in the budget.
Steve Bolton, Corporation Counsel
I was not the City Attorney for all those 24 years.
Fred Teeboom
Is that the answer you weren’t here?
Mayor Donchess
Well let me try to boil it down.
Fred Teeboom
You were here in the ‘80s.
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Mayor Donchess
Unfortunately the legislature got involved and yeah, I agree with you totally. Grants should not, you know, as a matter
of policy, grants shouldn't be included in the spending cap but the legislature got involved against the unanimous
opinion of our house legislative delegation. Twenty-seven members, both parties, all said don't pass this but the
legislature insisted. What the legislation essentially says only the language in the Charter applies and the Charter
does not exclude grants. It does not. Read the language. It does not exclude grants. It says that all expenditures
should be included. The expenditure of grant money, the spending of grant money is an expenditure and if the cap - if
the cap - the language in the Charter itself excluded grants, then they would be excluded. But there's no language
excluding them. So well legislature should never have been involved. Maybe our local approach would, you know,
would have prevailed if they hadn't. But they got involved and they said only the words in the Charter apply and
there's no exclusion.
So I agree with you, they should be excluded. It make sense that they would be excluded but the language in the
Charter, which the legislature is the only thing we can go by, does not exclude them nor does it exclude the other
things you're talking about which also makes sense. So the Charter would make more sense if it included those
exclusions but it doesn't and that's what happened. Appeal to the legislature. They’re the ones who did this and I
think you asked them to actually. Didn't you lobby them for this?
Fred Teeboom
Don’t you think paragraph 56 applies of the Charter?
Mayor Donchess
I've given you the answer. I mean, you can read it. If the word “grant” appears in there, please read it.
Fred Teeboom
Paragraph 56 says, “the aldermen can only and the department can only put forth a budget under those items under
which they have control. Paragraph 56. They cannot put forth any items under which they have no control and grants
they have no control over. Doesn’t control it goes with the grantor, federal government, State government.
Mayor Donchess
Well look. I'm just going by what the Legal Department and what the Charter says.
Fred Teeboom
We’re going to probably take this to court Mr. Mayor because I can see because you're not giving in on this. We'll be
back in court about the third or fourth time with this thing. I think the courts are going to get pretty tired of this. Let me
go on with…
Mayor Donchess
Keep in mind Fred I agree with you that that's best if grants weren't included. You look at the language and it doesn't
say exclude grants.
Fred Teeboom
You also put in some $60 million - $76 million of capital projects in the Fiscal ‘22 budget as supplemental
appropriation. Well where did that $76 million come from? That’s the capital projects. Public CFO finally saying
something. Mr. CFO where’s the capital project funds of $76 million on the Fiscal ‘22 which you get a $113 million
under the cap against. Can you explained that?
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
Sure, Mr. Chairman. John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer, Tax Collector. When we were trying to figure out how to properly
budget for items in this particular two year period, the Comptroller - Rose Evans and I had numerous discussions. We
always wondered why we weren't including bonding as an appropriation to spend money in the budget. When we look
at State budget law, it tells us don't net revenues against expenses, adopt project spend, and then you can decide
whether you're going to bond it or pay cash for it. So the supplemental appropriations that Mr. Teeboom speaks of
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are $21 million of Riverfront TIF money, $37.5 million of paving. These are all multiyear projects but the fact of the
matter is when the Board of Aldermen adopts and allows the Mayor and the City Treasurer to go out and borrow
money, that's an appropriation to spend.
As the Mayor indicated in the Charter language, it doesn't say subtract this out. As I mentioned during the June 5th
presentation, nobody up at the DRA is going to come in and try to figure this out. It's up to the city to interpret its
Charter. So I feel that we're properly budgeting appropriating in a supplemental fashion. That’s my…
Fred Teeboom
If you have a $21 million project that’s expensed over 20 years, how could you possibly consider that entire $21
million in the current budget year?
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
I think I'll try to be as simple as what the Mayor stated. We are asking when we go before the Board of Aldermen to
appropriate the money to give the Mayor, and the CFO, and the Treasurer the ability to borrow. So we want a budget
that like most other cities and towns do. Then you get to the spending cap. It finally dawned on me that we're really
not talking about proper accounting. We're talking about one sheet of paper that calculates the spending cap. I think
we're arguing two different things. We’re arguing the proper appropriation of spend versus the calculation of a
spending cap. I know you've mentioned that I'm very silent here but I'm going with the Charter reading the same
Charter that the Mayor and Corporation Counsel is reading.
Fred Teeboom
Never been done before and there are some 11, 10, or 11 spending cap communities in New Hampshire. None of
them take a 20 year bonded project and put it all into current year expense for purposes of calculating the tax cap or
the spending cap. We’ll have to take you to court again because that's a gross misrepresentation.
I have another statement. Is my three minutes up?
Chairman Dowd
Your three minutes is up. I know we've given a little leeway but if you could hang on a second. Please ask questions
relative to this portion of the budget or we’ll never get through the rest of the budget. So please be specific, ask your
question, and we'll move on.
Laura Colquhoun
Laura Colquhoun, 30 Greenland Drive. First of all Mr. Griffin when I was speaking with Dave Fredette, he told me that
on the $118 million middle school that it would be broken down as needed not all in one lump sum. So I don't
understand why now we're putting $37.5 million on paving where it's going to be spread out over years. Okay.
Instead of wasting money on the paralegal for the administrative assistant - why not? - let's get a collection person.
Obviously the City of Nashua has neglected to collect the property taxes for certain residents in the city. We have one
property owner. He owns three properties. He owes the city $180,000 and it goes back to 2015. We have another
property owner owes $78,000. It goes back to 2010. Another property owner $78,000. It goes back to 2011.
Another one $105,000. It goes back to 2008. Another on $85,000. It goes back to a 2011. Another property…
Chairman Dowd
Excuse me.
Laura Colquhoun
Let me finish please.
Chairman Dowd
You're not asking a question relative to this part of the budget.
Laura Colquhoun
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I just want to bring up - another guy owes $356,000 from 2006. We had another guy that owes $128,000 from 2014. I
have another guy that owes - oh this one is a real kicker. He owes $405,000 in property taxes. His assessment is
$775,000. I want to know why the city is not collecting this money and they're asking us to collect it. You have mobile
homes that owe $700,000 through 2020. Garden Apartments owe $200,000. These that I just mention come up to
$2.5 million.
Chairman Dowd
One minute.
Laura Colquhoun
Well if we're paying all this money, why are we getting people collecting the money so that we don't have to pay our
taxes as much as everybody else? I mean why should I pay my taxes if these guys are getting away with it for years
and they're not paying their taxes? Mr. Griffin, can you answer me?
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
I'll give it a shot. Mr. Chairman, John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector. Any money that owed should be
collected. Any money that you speak up should be collected. The good news for the City of Nashua is the
preponderance or the predominance of the residents and businesses pay their taxes.
Laura Colquhoun
Okay so we’re stupid because these guys aren’t paying.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
So here's how it needs to work.
Laura Colquhoun
So when are these properties going to be taken away for property that's due – that’s money that's due the city?
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
We will have a plan to what's called the “tax deeding process” where you notify properly and timely the folks that
haven't been paying.
Laura Colquhoun
If this stuff goes back to 2006.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
Correct. There's a few issues. There's property that no one would want to own. There’s property that's
contaminated.
Laura Colquhoun
This has nothing to do with contaminated properties.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
Right. There's $5 million of principal outstanding and about $4 million of interest. So we need to collect.
Chairman Dowd
Times up.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
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I’d like to finish but in the act – they call it the “ACFR” now. It used to be “CAFR”. There's a page that spells out all of
the amounts that haven't been collected over the years that this resident is speaking about. So there will be an effort
to collect as many dollars that are outstanding. Knowing that if we do, there's a whole process very complicated. You
can't deed, you go two years and a day and with some of the most recent real estate rulings, you literally have to even
if you auctioned it off, you have to provide the money to the taxpayer. So we're working on that.
Laura Colquhoun
I don’t know. I think you’re probably giving me a hint not to pay my taxes. Thanks.
Chairman Dowd
Please ask specific questions for this portion of the budget. Name and address for the record.
Laurie Ortolano
Laurie Ortolano, 41 Berkeley Street. So given the history of what happened with our Right to Know Coordinator for
last year where we hired an inexperienced person who had just received their law degree within weeks of coming into
the city, it appears that no one supervised that individual or that individual decided it was open season on citizens.
Chairman Dowd
Is there a question?
Laurie Ortolano
Why are we still funding a position that resulted in so much litigation that was lost by the city? That's a question. And,
you know, so I think my statement to that was I don't think we should be funding this.
I'll just move on to the City Clerk's Office. The City Clerk's Office has a mission statement. The legal office does not
have a mission statement and I think one of the issues with the legal office is what is our mission statement for our
legal office? But the City Clerk's office has a mission statement and I'd like to know why we don't have a centralized
location for Right to Knows or information requests to be handled through this city like all other municipalities appear
to have to address our records issues and also the preservation and maintenance of our records. So right now if I
don't know how to get information and I write to the City Clerk, the response I'll receive is well it's not my office. Write
to the other 10 departments or divisions and go figure out where it is. That's not how it works in Manchester, Concord.
Keene. When I have to do that, the inefficiency to the city and forcing citizens to operate that is tremendous. We
waste a lot of money.
Chairman Dowd
So what is your question and to whom?
Laurie Ortolano
Why do we not have a centralized location, which I believe should be through the Clerk's office, to address Right to
Know issues coming into the city for a response?
Mayor Donchess
Well, we've struggled with the amount of time that city employees take in responding to Right to Know requests. For
years now, we've had at least four employees who spend half their time responding to Right to Know requests from
one or two individuals. So the city taxpayers are spending - when we calculate that, that's about $250,000 a year just
as you know, a single taxpayer had submitted 1,200 Right to know requests over the last several years. Each one of
those can take hours to respond to. A person has to read sometimes a very, very - I mean as you know hundreds and
hundreds of emails come in from a single one or two people. There can be a Right to Know request within a very long
email. So all the emails have to be read then and determined is there a request for documents in there. If there is,
then they have to go look for the documents. Sometimes that's quite time consuming. Could be hours, could be 10
minutes, could be hours, could be days. As you know, we have produced tens of thousands of documents. We've
had…
Laurie Ortolano
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Chairman Dowd point of order. I asked a question and the Mayor is whining again.
Chairman Dowd
He’s trying to answer the question.
Laurie Ortolano
He did not answer my question. He is whining and what I would like to say is, I…
Chairman Dowd
Excuse me. Let the Mayor finish his answer or you're done. Let him finish.
Laurie Ortolano
I would like an answer. Why don't we have a central location so Right to Knows can be processed and what you're
speaking about to these 1,200 Right to Knows, you know, that I put in a request for all the Right to Knows from
January through June? We all know that the number has dropped dramatically. The storm is over. So this is not an
issue anymore. So why don't we have a central location to handle our requests like all the other cities have done?
And frankly if we had had it, this problem of all the employees, which frankly you created this problem Mr. Mayor. You
are in part part of the problem. Why didn't we have this type of system set up to make it easier? Sometimes a citizen
had to send ten Right to Knows in to try and figure out what department head…
Mayor Donchess
I’m still trying to answer the question.
Laurie Ortolano
Well, I'd love an answer. Move it along.
Mayor Donchess
I will answer if you please don't interrupt me. Can I ask that courtesy?
Laurie Ortolano
No, continue.
Mayor Donchess
So you insist - you're going to insist on interrupting then why bother answering,
Laurie Ortolano
You almost hit me with your car getting over here. Just hurry up.
Mayor Donchess
So you've met mentioned the other cities. Now I meet with the Mayors periodically and we talk about Right to Know
requests. I can guarantee you no other city has been hit with anything close - nothing close to 1,200 Right to Know
requests from a single individual. In order to avoid even more, we've had to do a scanning project of 700,000 pages,
which is costing us $90,000 so that we can put those things online so that Right to Know request can be answered
simply by referring to one of 700,000 documents. But in talking to the other Mayors, I disagree with your
characterization of the way they handle them. I can tell you none of them have anything close to this. I can tell you
we're spending hundreds of thousands of dollars a year and staff time responding to Right to Know requests from a
single individual. And yeah I think that they've slowed down. We've only had 50 or 60. In other words, only about
one every two days this year rather than sometimes ten over a weekend. So the burden is significant. People are
burned out. They say to us, we're supposed to be working for the citizens. We don't want to just be searching for
documents all the time, and answering these requests and, you know, getting sued all the time. If we make a tiny
mistake, then we get sued. People are, you know, they're tired. So I think we do have a central location. It tends to
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be the legal office but we’re trying to burn up - you know, it tends to be the legal office but if it seems like it'll burn we're already burning so much time on this that if it seems more efficient for someone just to answer it directly, that's
what we do. But it's a problem because they get so stacked up that a person could spend the next month just working
for a single citizen on all these Right to Know requests. So we have to try to meter them. We have to try to handle
them. It is really, really difficult. People are burned out. They're tired. So we need additional help. As you know, we
put a Right to Know Assistant in here so that that person can help people get documents because as I've said for
some people, they're spending half their time. Rick Vincent he told the DRA he spent half his time. This is the Chief
Assessor. Half his time. We’re paying this guy $130,000. He spends half his time responding to a single individual.
Laurie Ortolano
I know that's not true and the statement…
Chairman Dowd
Okay, your time is up.
Laurie Ortolano
I'm going to…
Chairman Dowd
Your time is up.
Mayor Donchess
That's what he told the DRA.
Laurie Ortolano
Well, that's not true.
Mayor Donchess
In response to a complaint you filed, he was called up there. They asked him what's going on. He said I spend
nearly…
Laurie Ortolano
He was forced.
Mayor Donchess
…half my responding to a single individual.
Laurie Ortolano
Mr. Mayor, you're a liar. You are not telling the truth.
Chairman Dowd
Times up and we're moving on to the next part of the budget. We're done with this portion.
The next is Other Public Safety - Departments 156 and 157 emergency preparedness and city wide communications.
Is there anyone that has a question specific to that division? 132 and 135 are the appropriations. Seeing no one,
we're gonna move on to – do you have something specific to that?
Unidentified Female Speaker
Public safety is the vaccination and COVID thing is that underneath public safety?
Chairman Dowd
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No, that's Public Health.
Unidentified Female Speaker
Okay.
Chairman Dowd
All right. We're gonna move on to Public Health and Community Services. Public Health and Community Services is
Department 171, 172 is Community Health, 173 is Environmental Health, and 174 is Welfare Administration, and 175
as Welfare Assistance. Are there any questions?
Unidentified Female Speaker
So my question is what is the status now of requirements within the city government regarding vaccination?
Chairman Dowd
Name and address for the record.
Cristina McKinley
Cristina McKinley, 6 Southgate Drive.
Chairman Dowd
Is there's someone here that can answer that?
Mayor Donchess
There are no vaccination requirements. I mean we recommend that people get vaccinated but it's up to them.
Cristina McKinley
But it's not a requirement.
Mayor Donchess
No.
Cristina McKinley
Thank you.
Chairman Dowd
Any other questions on Public Health and Community Services?
Laurie Ortolano
Laurie Ortolano, 41 Berkeley Street. I don't know if this goes in this area or where it goes so you can direct me. But
did we cease our policy for covering sick leave for those who were vaccinated or do we still give free sick time if a
vaccinated person gets COVID? Is that still in place?
Kim Kleiner, Administrative Services Director
The policy is in place if an employee is vaccinated, shows proof of vaccination, and they show proof that they have
COVID, they do get the five days of sick time.
Laurie Ortolano
That is outrageous and that policy should be dropped given what we know with COVID and how many people have
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been vaccinated who have caught it again. That is costing us a ton of money and that's just not right. Thank you.
Chairman Dowd
Anything else on Public Health and Community Services?
Paula Johnson
Paula Johnson, 15 Westborn Drive. You know that policy is very discriminative because you're saying one group of
persons if they have a vaccine gets paid and for another person for whatever reason - health reasons, religious
reasons, or they cannot take it, they don't get paid. How many cases do we have against the city right now that are
fighting this?
Mayor Donchess
If someone doesn't get vaccinated for religious reasons, they're given the same treatment.
Paula Johnson
What about people who just refuse to take the vaccine because they don't want the VAX? It’s not even a vaccine.
Mayor Donchess
And I'm not aware of any challenges.
Paula Johnson
So there's no challenges with any union or anything at this point in time?
Mayor Donchess
Have there been any claims regarding this?
Steve Bolton, Corporation Counsel
Not a single one.
Paula Johnson
Not a single one, okay. This is very discriminatory just like with your parking downtown.
Chairman Dowd
Any other questions on Public Health and Community Services?
Cristina McKinley
I was happy with the answer.
Chairman Dowd
Name and address again for the record.
Cristina McKinley
Cristina McKinley, 6 Southgate Drive. I was really happy to hear that the vaccines were not mandated and I'm now
sad to hear that there's this policy in place that is discriminatory and certainly makes no sense. Most of the people I
know who have ended up verifying that they had COVID are people who were vaccinated. So there's just such a
conflict of information out there that to create a policy that rewards or punishes people based on their decision about a
vaccine seems absurd to me. I am quite certain, because I know some people with companies - private companies,
where their health care costs are being determined based on getting or not getting a vaccine. We're going to have
litigation across this country for the foreseeable future. I would hope that Nashua isn't going to be a participant in that
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because at some point, I believe, whether there's been anyone who brought this forward yet, there will be. I think it's
a bad plan.
Chairman Dowd
Any other questions on Public Health and Community Services?
Laurie Ortolano
Laurie Ortolano, 41 Berkeley Street. So for clarification if somebody is vaccinated and three months ago they caught
COVID and they have proof of vaccination, they get the wave on the sick days or the sick time used. I think Miss
Kleiner mentioned five days but are days specifically called out? I think it's not called out and if they get sick again
two months later, because I have friends that that's happened to, do they continue to get another five days or is it one
sick, you know, ticket you get or does this keep revolving as COVID becomes more like a cold. Are we going to just
keep paying on this in somebody now gets 10 days of free sick time or 15? Is it really limited to five?
Kim Kleiner, Administrative Services Director
It is limited to five because the regulations changed and the employees are required to be out of work for the five
days. I would like to stress that many of our city employees whether they have COVID and they are home or not
continue to work and perform their functions from their homes. Many.
Laurie Ortolano
That's really immaterial. But now if they get sick again two months’ later, do they get another five days?
Kim Kleiner, Administrative Services Director
The policy does not address whether there are multiple cases. There have not been that many instances of multiple
cases but we would address it at the time.
Laurie Ortolano
So there have been instances, and we pay for that, and I do think it's discriminatory, and I do think it's just a matter of
time. I don't know if you all saw the article on the AGs office in Arizona, Scottsdale suing the School Board for their
mask policy and not allowing public comments on their mask policy from their parents.
Chairman Dowd
I think you're getting off subject from…
Laurie Ortolano
I’m just pointing out that that is a suit that the AGs took up took on from 14 months earlier and these things are
starting to roll out. I think the point made that this is potentially future litigation is true. Thank you.
Chairman Dowd
Any other questions on Public Health and Community Service?
Paula Johnson
Paula Johnson, 15 Westborn Drive. I've got a question. Miss Kleiner just answered. So she said some of the
employees are working from home. So if they're out sick because of COVID are they working from home and getting
paid COVID pay and pay or is it one or the other if they're homesick with COVID? Not funny. I don't think it's funny at
all. I don't think it is Alderman Klee. No it’s not. Well you can think it is. I don't think it's funny.
Chairman Dowd
All right no cross communications here.
Kim Kleiner, Administrative Services Director
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The employees are not double paid. They are paid once.
Paula Johnson
Okay and I've got a question about if you want to go into the office, you know, the Welfare office and that whole
building Health and Human Services Office, do you have to wear masks? Do you have to wear masks in that building
yet?
Mayor Donchess
I think you do, yes.
Paula Johnson
Okay so what about people who can't wear a mask because of medical reasons?
Mayor Donchess
I don't know. Miss Bagley Director of Public Health and Community Services sort of directs the Health Department
and she may be able to answer that.
Bobbie Bagley, Director of Division of Health and Community Services
We still require masks in our building because it is considered a healthcare building. Individuals that have problems
with wearing masks can be seen in a space where they can social distance.
Paula Johnson
Well they dropped all this already. It's good to see you Director Bagley. I haven't seen you in a while and she's such
a lovely person to talk with but I don't understand why we are continuing this because and then you're isolating
people. I haven't seen the CDC guidelines anymore but I don't think there's any masks or anything. Again, people
who cannot wear masks are definitely being discriminated against ADA protected classes. I don't think it’s funny
Alderman…
Chairman Dowd
Any other questions on Public Health and Community Services.
Paul Hutsteiner
Paul Hutsteiner, 310 Brook Village Road. Would you say that we're still in an opioid epidemic? This would probably
be a question for…
Chairman Dowd
What was the question?
Paul Hutsteiner
Would you say that we are still in an opioid epidemic health overdoses?
Mayor Donchess
Oh, we still have a lot of overdoses.
Paul Hutsteiner
Would you say that we should try to do something as an outreach to provide something for the at risk community to,
you know, have as an alternative for their, you know, change their lifestyle?
Mayor Donchess
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Definitely. So we have a number of organizations in the city that help people who seek help with any kind of an opioid
problem or any addiction. First of all, we had safe stations for several years and then the State came in and opened
the so-called doorway. So you can go there any day of the week as I understand it but we also have Revive
Recovery, which is on Main Street working with anyone who's seeks help and wants to be free of an addiction. There
is also Process Recovery another organization that operates sober houses very well run sober houses in Nashua and
in the surrounding area. There are other, you know, there's hearts, there's many agencies, there's Nashua Mental
Health, there's Greater Nashua Mental Health, there's Harbor Homes. Many agencies help those who, you know,
have been struggling with addiction and I think overall Nashua has a strong response. Our Public Health Department,
of course, is involved as well. Nashua has a strong response but still, you know, there are too many people who are
still suffering overdoses. One overdoses too many. So, you know, certainly I agree that we should do everything we
possibly can to help those who need it.
Paul Hutsteiner
Oh, thank you. I actually work for Hearts and substance abuse isn't the primary focus there. So I was thinking more
of like a silver club that would try to attract people and give them something to do during the day even on weekends
and thereby getting them exposed to the alternatives that the community provides. Thanks.
Mayor Donchess
I think to gets Tom Lopez, an Alderman is very involved here as well. So he's probably better able to answer some of
these questions but I think the place to start if a person is seeking to free themselves in addiction at the beginning is
Revive Recovery. Once you have achieved 30 days of sobriety, then Process Recovery is a really great place to go.
Chris de Nicola now runs it and was one of the founders. So they do a really good job. But if we could talk about it
further offline, but any further suggestions you could make we would welcome.
Chairman Dowd
All right then no other questions on Public Health Community Services, move on to Administrative Services. That's
Departments 106 Administrative Services, Department 110 Arlington Street Community Center, 111 Human
Resources, 112 Payroll, 113 Benefits, 120 Telecommunications, 122 Information Technology, 128 Risk Assessment,
129 City Buildings, 130 Purchasing, 132 Assessing, 134 GIS, and 2505 PEG access channels. Is there anyone that
wishes to ask a question in this area?
Laura Colquhoun
Laura Colquhoun, 30 Greenwood Drive. First of all, Mayor if you talked to Bob Gagne up in Manchester? The man is
lovely and if you ask him for a Right to Know usually have it within 24 hours.
Secondly on the Assessing, I think the City of Nashua should do away with their Assessing Department and funnel it
out to an outside source. We had incompetent people in there – I shouldn't even say that - we don't have any people
in there currently and with all the problems we've had in the past, we probably spend less money if we funnel this out
to somebody else and had an outside source do it. Save us money too.
Chairman Dowd
Anyone else with a question in Administrative Services?
Fred Teeboom
Yeah, this is a trick question. Fred Teeboom, 24 Cheyenne Drive. Since when is the PEG access channel in
Administrative Service?
Chairman Dowd
Say what?
Fred Teeboom
Since when is the PEG access channel in Administrative Service?
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John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
Could you repeat that question Mr. Teeboom?
Fred Teeboom
Very simple. It’s a trick question. Since when is PEG access channel in Administrative Service?
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
Mr. Chairman, John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector. That's been in the IT Division for as long as I've been with
the city. So it goes with hand in hand with IT. IT reports to the Director of Administrative Services.
Fred Teeboom
Wrong answer. It's a special revenue fund.
Chairman Dowd
Any other questions on Administrative Services?
Laurie Ortolano
Laurie Ortolano, 41, Berkeley Street. You know this format you're using is very unfair because departments like this
that have 13 divisions that have 13 different departments apply the same rules. You get five minutes and one
question, then you come back for three minutes and a question, and then you can only ask questions. That's the
same rule for whether I'm doing other public safety department with two different divisions in it or two different
departments in it or 13. It's really tremendously unfair this process and I'm going to guess if I add up the money in the
budget of Administrative Services it's enormous and we can't question it the way we should be allowed to do in a
public hearing. So I very much object to your format.
That being the case, I'd like to start by talking about the Arlington Street Community Center. Do we have a Director
for that center currently? I know the Director moved over to the Mayor's office Ms. Caron but has that position been
filled for an Arlington Street Community Center Director?
Mayor Donchess
Yes.
Laurie Ortolano
Okay. The one thing I would like to make note of is when that department was formed or group was formed from My
Brother's Keeper some years ago, 2016/2017, it was pitched in the record as being a self-sufficient. The goal was to
make it an independently self-supporting group and of course it isn't. We're funding it out of the budget. For that
purpose, I'd like I like to hold people accountable when they say it's going to be self-sufficient. And unless you can
really come up with a strong reasons why that that program has to be maintained, you have not been able to make it
self-sufficient in five years. I don't think that the taxpayers should continue to fund these services.
Human Resources we've undergone quite a change in the department and how that’s set up because we have a
Director and it's incumbent on you all to make certain that the reallocation of resources and titles is working efficiently
for the city and I'm not certain that it is.
Benefits I have concerns about. I would like to see when the budget is put up for citizens. I really like to see the
budget with the 2016 to current all the years that you have been Mayor, Mr. Mayor, what the accomplishments are
through the budget? What's happened with benefits across those five years, six years? What's happened with the
number of employees that we have? Have we grown, have we shrunk, what's happened to these benefits costs? We
keep hearing from Ms. Kleiner that she's done some great things helping to reduce benefits for certain types of
employees. What is the impact on the total budget with those benefits?
We also know that the State just recently announced that they're going to take some of that $400 million of surplus
money and apportion it to cities in a one-time payment to offset I think the pension plan. If the city has any information
on that pension plan, I would like to hear that discussed tonight on what the mumblings are at the State level as to
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how that's going to be apportioned and what impact that might have on the tax rate.
Information Technology run has undergone quite a few changes and we don't have a Director over there. I asked a
question months ago about the new email retention policy, which we went to a mimecast cloud based storage email
system which is terrific, but we're only retaining them for one year, which is the bare minimum of RSA 33 A and if
there's litigation, it's not adequate. Nick Miseirvitch told me that he would provide me with an answer on how we're
dealing with litigation issues and I never received that answer. So my question is did we extend the time on the
cloud? Other municipalities keep their emails up for three years so it covers them for those types of issues. Have we
extended our…
Chairman Dowd
One minute.
Laurie Ortolano
…policy such that we’re covered in our cloud based storage? Assessing - I, you know, you all know how I feel about
what's going on in Assessing and I'm going to take that up in my next comments sections to comment.
GIS - I'd like to know if we are on target with the ArcGIS integrated system that's being done between the IT
Department and GIS to move records, integrate records into the GIS platform. We haven't had an update on that and
it's going to impact the citizens ability to research data once the numbers come out at the end of August. Those are
questions and I know I'm only allowed to ask one but when you throw 13 departments at us, tell us you got five
minutes and one question, it's completely unfair and I think it does not live up to the spirit of the law on public
hearings. Thank you.
Chairman Dowd
Any other questions on Administrative Services? If nobody else is asking a question, you'll get three minutes.
Laurie Ortolano
Laurie Ortolano, 41 Berkeley Street. I'd like to address some of the comments made by the Mayor regarding Right to
Knows in the Assessing office. He stated that Rick Vincent told the DRA that he spent half his time dealing with Right
to Know requests. I feel that that is grossly inaccurate and he was only here a year and I certainly have the records.
But at that point, Right to Know requests were being handled through the Legal office and Rick Vincent testified in a
court case that he was not involved in those Right to Know requests. He didn't review the records, he didn't compile
the records, and he didn't have anything to do with them, and he couldn't speak to the responses that were provided
by Legal. Responses were coming out from Legal from the time Rick Vincent joined Assessing in December through
August of 2019 until Nicole Clay joined and they started doing some retooling. So I'm really remissed to understand.
Also, and you know I complained about this, when I requested property record cards from the Assessor's office to
work on abatements because your office was closed. Nobody could go in. It was renovated. The cards weren't
online. You had to email assess help. Everyone had to do that. I did get in a court case a stack of emails that went
into assess help. There were thousands of them. They weren't mine. I had about eight in there. Turns out there
were thousands of pages. Other citizens were accessing it heavily. So when you say I'm the only one writing Right to
Knows, I know there's no truth in that because my dining room table right now has three feet of paper on it on those
assess help emails that came in with abatements and they're not mine. Rick Vincent was told that he had to process
my request to ask for property record cards when the clerk of the city, you know, making $20 an hour…
Chairman Dowd
One minute.
Laurie Ortolano
…was handling that work. Rick Vincent making $125,000 was required to print my property record cards and send
them back to me. I appear to be the only individual he was required to do that for and very often he didn't respond
and get them back. Why did the city use a Chief like that? Why were the rules set up that he had to require that? I
think it's a gross misrepresentation when you get to do your table dance on a citizen and then comment is shut down
because I ran out of time and I can't defend myself. I really think there's a lot of free speech violations going on in this
room tonight. Thank you.
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Chairman Dowd
Please let's ask questions on the budget. That's what we're here for it this evening. Let's not just give speeches.
Laura Colquhoun
Laura Colquhoun, 30 Greenwood Drive. I really would like to know and looking people in the eyes and you tell me
why the Administrative Services budget is going up 12.9%. We are in a crisis in this country with inflation and you
guys have that the balls to hit a department with a 13% increase. I'd like to know why.
Mayor Donchess
Well I'm not sure your figures are correct but if you saw the slide at the beginning, I've asked City Hall to try to control
expenses over the last couple of years. We eliminated some positions in City Hall and as you see, the budget in City
Hall as a whole, which includes Administrative Services, Assessing, IT, personnel, City Clerk, etc. is up only about
what 2.5% over two years or 1% a year roughly a little bit more 1.1, 1.2%. So I don't think and I've asked, you know,
the City Hall as a whole to keep expenses down. I don't think Administrative Services is up like you've suggested.
Last year…
Laura Colquhoun
I think you should review your figures. I took apples and compared them to apples. Okay and it’s up 12.9%.
Mayor Donchess
The CFO has spoken. The CFO has done the calculation and City Hall is up about less than 2.5% over two years.
You remember last year, and I think some people here complained about it, we eliminated positions within City Hall.
We eliminated the position of IT Director because we thought it was duplicative. That saved counting benefits
$175,000 a year maybe, maybe more. We eliminated the HR Director because we thought that was duplicative. That
saved another $175,000. So actually, City Hall's expenses last year went down.
Laura Colquhoun
I'll email you tomorrow. I took my apples and compared them to your apples. Let me tell you something, the
administrative section is up almost 13% and it adds up to the way you have 3.9%. But of course, that creative
accounting where you're not putting the solid waste transfer in there that kind of really has to ripple through. Thank
you.
Mayor Donchess
If you look to the slide that showed where the various departments are up, and this is directly from the budget, we're
just looking for it now. You see that City Hall over two years is up $389,000 on a base of $17 million. So that is a
couple of percent and that includes Administrative Services. Those specific numbers are taken directly from the
budget.
Chairman Dowd
We have about 40 senior people here from city government that are just sitting here. I'm going to insist that you ask a
question and not give a speech. If you don't have a question, then I'm going to ask you to sit down.
Laurie Ortolano
I asked several questions in the first round but you can only handle one.
Chairman Dowd
Then ask a specific question.
Laurie Ortolano
Has Information Technology expanded the time that emails are retained in the cloud beyond one year?
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Kim Kleiner, Administrative Services Director
The policy has not been amended since you received a copy.
Laurie Ortolano
Thank you. I think the policy should be amended because I think from a budgetary standpoint, I was told that the
difference in whether you maintain them on the cloud for an extended period of time was minimal and I'd like to see us
do what other administrations or cities do for the sake of preservation of records.
In the Assessing Department I have another question. You budgeted for a full time Chief and you budgeted for a full
time consultant. Unsure of what position might be filled. Why are we budgeting for both positions and not budgeting
just for one? If we have a consultant for a while and then we get a full time Chief, we'll just transfer those funds over
to the salary for the Chief. We do these fund transfers often. So why are we funding two of the same positions under
two different categories of either a consultant or a full time employee?
Kim Kleiner, Administrative Services Director
They are not the same exact position. So we are currently looking for a Chief Assessor. We are also currently
looking at the city's option for consultant services.
Laurie Ortolano
So will the Chief - will a consultant who's coming in to fill in as a Chief be paid out of the consulting budget or be paid
out of the salary for the Chief?
Kim Kleiner, Administrative Services Director
The Chief Assessor who works for the city would be paid out of the salary line. A consultant who would be hired to
represent us on many different things would be paid out of the consultant line.
Chairman Dowd
One minute.
Laurie Ortolano
Okay. So I think that's redundant. I think we don't have to fund both positions. They’re high level positions and
they’re high cost positions.
What are we doing to address the closure of our abatements that seemed to stay open for a much longer time than
other municipalities because we pay a 6% penalty? I know it was changed this year to four but there's a 6% interest
penalty to abatements not closed and we have abatements going back years that sit on the table and aren't
addressed yet we hire a consultant to address these. Why is that happening in Nashua?
Kim Kleiner, Administrative Services Director
We are currently looking at the process of abatements. As Ms. Ortolano knows, that's extremely difficult to do without
a Chief Assessor. So once the city has hired a Chief Assessor, we should be back on track with that. But that is part
of the consultant money that is put into the budget just to address that area.
Chairman Dowd
Your time's up.
Laurie Ortolano
I'll come back.
Chairman Dowd
And you were supposed to ask one question not three. We gave you a little leeway.
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Laura Colquhoun
Laura Colquhoun, 30 Greenwood Drive. Miss Kleiner you have currently been putting a consultant on the overlay
account which gets kind of buried. So why are you now setting up this new account?
Kim Kleiner, Administrative Services Director
They are different expenses. The experts that you see charged to the overlay have been charged there for litigation.
They're working on settlements. The consultant line within the assessing budget would be working on appraisals and
different things directly for the department.
Laura Colquhoun
Can we take the consultants out of the overlay because nobody sees those expenses and put them into the
consultant? This way residents could actually see what we're paying for consultants on a whole out of our Assessing
Department.
Kim Kleiner, Administrative Services Director
It is something that could be looked at but they are different types of consultants and different types of work.
Laura Colquhoun
But they're still expenses and they're still being generated through Assessing and residents have the right to see the
full amount.
Kim Kleiner, Administrative Services Director
The experts that you see that are being charged to the overlay often work with the Legal Department.
Laura Colquhoun
Representing the Assessing Department?
Kim Kleiner, Administrative Services Director
Yes, Ma'am.
Laura Colquhoun
Thank you.
Chairman Dowd
Okay. Unless there's somebody new with a question in this area, I’m going to move on to General Government.
General Government is Department 131 Hunt building, 158 Parking Enforcement, 166 Parking Operations, 183
Economic Development, 4085 Nashua Riverwalk TIF District, 2610 School Street TIF District, and the Hunt Building
Rental Fund which is 2506.
Fred Teeboom
Okay my name is Fred Teeboom, 24 Cheyenne Drive. No spending cap speech this time. I think people have heard
enough but I have a question that actually I don't have an answer to. A rare time I have a question I don't have an
answer it. I already don't know the answer and that is about the Nashua Riverwalk TIF District. It comes from Mr.
Griffin. Property taxes - $1.2 million. I think these TIF Districts well the school doesn't have it, it just have a retained
earnings but the TIF Districts are paid with taxes that accrue through just the district. That's how I understand it. I've
always wondered since it’s in the property tax bills to people that live within that tax district get a special tax bill over
and above that general tax bill that you get in November and June that accounts for this $1.2 million.
Mayor Donchess
No.
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Fred Teeboom
Okay. Can you explain that?
Mayor Donchess
So the TIF tax increment financing districts is authorized by State law. So we follow State law when it comes to it.
What it says is that any - the once a TIF district tax increment financing district is established, any increase in value
the tax axes paid on any increase in value within that district is captured and respent within that district. So they pay
the same level of taxes. It's just that as values, you know, the point the sort of the theory behind the State legislation
is that if someone, you know, improves a building within the district or increases its value, that if you take those
additional taxes and reinvest them in that area, it will spur additional private investment. So again, I think that's
happening. But again, they do not pay additional taxes. What's captured by the TIF District is the taxes on any
increase in value, like a new building or building improvement or something like that.
Fred Teeboom
Let me understand it. If I live in a TIF for instance, mainly a development that's covered by this…
Chairman Dowd
You have one minute.
Fred Teeboom
…let's say it's a park that’s going up in School Street and I live in those apartments. I'm a TIF District. Do I pay to
save property taxes? The same property tax paid.
Mayor Donchess
Yes. Let me give you the actual…
Fred Teeboom
So how does that $2.2 million get accounted for?
Mayor Donchess
The main TIF District we have is around the river to improve the beauty of the Nashua River and the river front. This
is, you know, a real case. So when the TIF District was established, Lofts 34 was still practically unimproved. I think
they had begun to do a little work but it was still basically just a warehouse unoccupied. Then after the TIF District
was established, all of those apartments were built in the former Nashua Corp on Franklin Street. So that increased
the value by tens of millions of dollars. The tax money generated by that increase in value goes into the Riverfront
Tax Increment Financing District. That's where the money comes from.
Fred Teeboom
Okay.
Mayor Donchess
Over and above the improvements that were made after the TIF District was established.
Chairman Dowd
Time’s up.
Mayor Donchess
Do you follow that?
Fred Teeboom
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No. You took all my time on the question.
Mayor Donchess
I did take up a lot but you want the answer. So let's say the Nashua court building as it was when the TIF District was
built was worth a million dollars. So they're paying like $20,000 in taxes. They come in, they turn it into apartments.
Now it's not worth $1 million, it's worth $20 million. So there's an additional 19 after the TIF District is established,
there's an additional nine - these are hypothetical numbers all right but there's an additional $19 million of value. The
taxes on that additional $19 million go into the TIF District.
Fred Teeboom
So how is the $1.2 million determined? Has somebody actually tried to figure out the difference between having the
developed and undeveloped and all real money?
Mayor Donchess
Yes it's definitely precisely calculated.
Fred Teeboom
That’s real money?
Mayor Donchess
That's real money yeah.
Fred Teeboom
I still don't understand it but that's okay.
Chairman Dowd
Again any other questions on General Government? Go ahead.
Paul Hutsteiner
Paul Hutsteiner, 310 Brook Village Road. Would you prorate the amount that you would spend additionally in say
police type services for a community like that and take that as part of that TIF money?
Mayor Donchess
You could. You could do that I believe. I believe that would be authorized if there were special services provided
within the district. I think that would be…
Paul Hutsteiner
Garbage or…
Mayor Donchess
Right but in this case, the Riverfront TIF which is really the one that the most significant thing we have, it's being used
to - the additional value that's being generated around the river is being used to pay for the riverfront improvements.
The theory there is that when we make riverfront improvements, it will generate additional private investment which
will generate more taxes. So it is designed to - the State legislation is designed to enable communities to build
stronger infrastructure and stronger, healthier economies.
Laurie Ortolano
Laurie Ortolano, 41 Berkeley Street. Where does the money or the funding for the Performing Arts Center fall and
who has oversight of that? I was thinking Economic Development has oversight but where does we start paying the
rent on that building when it opens I think to the tune of a half a million dollars something like that. Is that in the
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budget and where does that fall?
Mayor Donchess
There's a bit of a misunderstanding regarding this. Yes, I mean, the financing arrangements are somewhat
complicated because we qualified the building for new market tax credits. Therefore generating $2.5 million in cash in
these tax credits - ballpark. So in order to maintain the qualification for that, you have to give kind of a complicated
ownership structure. But in the end, the quote “rent” being paid by the city equals the property taxes being paid. So
it's a wash. The money going in and the money going out for rent and property taxes equal each other so in the end,
it's a net zero as far as rent and property taxes go.
Laurie Ortolano
So I don't see it as a net zero and because the why bother paying rent if the NPAC is paying property tax to us
because they owe us property tax because they're a for profit business that's running the center under this seven year
commitment with the new market tax credit. Then why aren't they just paying us the taxes and why are we paying
them a rent back to make it a wash? Why should we do that?
Mayor Donchess
Well, it is a wash.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
Yeah, it's pretty complicated. I actually sent some communication after my presentation before the Budget Review
Committee to those members and the members of the Board of Aldermen. A very complicated deal, but very well
described. So if you did have the time, I think it was about an hour and a half, all of the folks that worked on that
project. But getting back to the budget if we look at page 107, not really knowing where to place it, the Comptroller
and I decided other general government. At this point, we're contemplating two lines. One is the rent that we're
talking about are the performing arts center. So NPAC doesn't have any money. So the appropriation to get the $2.5
million that the Mayor described, we have to pay what could be $500,000 in rent, base rent, because you need an
arm's length for profit calculation in the new market tax credit mix.
We also pay what's called in the contract “additional rent”, which is the property taxes. So as I mentioned, NPAC
doesn't have any money so we need to through appropriation have to pay whatever that property tax amount is for
them, NPAC to pay the city. So that is a wash. There's another line item called once it gets open and operational is
“an equipment lease” for the equipment to properly equip the Performing Arts Center to work. So we've entered into a
lease agreement. Once again, we pay the appropriation lease and then they pay us back through what's called a
“distribution”. So you're going to have the expenses appropriations on page 107 and then elsewhere in the revenue
side of the budget, you have those payments coming back to us.
Laurie Ortolano
And what does the…
Chairman Dowd
You have one minute.
Laurie Ortolano
Okay, I'll definitely come back on this. 107 puts it in - is it other general government or general government is that the
- I'm not gonna open my book because I don't have the time.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
118 is the appropriation. You're looking for the revenue?
Laurie Ortolano
Yeah for the appropriation, where does it fall under like what group?
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John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
Oh Financial Services and that's why I (inaudible) my budget is going up 17% is because this is in here.
Laurie Ortolano
And is the for profit NPAC a public entity? You know we had to do this complex deal in order to get this $2.5 million
through the new market tax credit but in the process of doing it, it seems to me we gave up our right as citizens to
understand what our government is doing with our money and that art center was…
Chairman Dowd
Time is up.
Laurie Ortolano
I’ll come back.
Mayor Donchess
Back to the TIF District per minute, which Mr. Teeboom…
Chairman Dowd
No. I'd prefer we move this along. So let's ask direct questions for direct answers because I'm gonna go to Public
Library in a second because there some people who are speaking.
Mayor Donchess
Mr. Chair can I go back to Mr. Teeboom’s question for like 30 seconds?
Chairman Dowd
Sure.
Mayor Donchess
These tax increment financing districts are commonly used in the cities of New Hampshire to help spur economic
growth and economic development. I mean other cities use these. We have too but two, I think, but other cities have
more. So they’re common feature in New Hampshire especially cities.
Laura Colquhoun
I'm directing my question to Mr. Griffin, I did by Right to Know get a copy of the lease and the taxpayers will be paying
the NPAC – a half a million dollars a year. They will also be paying all the property taxes on the building. The city will
build NPAC, then NPAC bills the taxpayers and we then give them the money back. The same thing holds true on the
equipment rental. It's $165,000 a year that the residents are paying to suit this thing up. Nowhere did I see any
money coming back for the rental of that equipment.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
Mr. Chairman…
Laura Colquhoun
And if that was the case, why do we show an expense and not a zero?
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
So if I could be helpful, I'm gonna send you the same information that I sent the Board of Aldermen because it is
complicated. So if you picture the rent plus the additional rent, which is the property taxes, plus the equipment lease,
there’s a distribution coming back at the end that provides the offset to the expenses.
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Laura Colquhoun
And this distribution wasn't in the contract?
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
Oh, it is yeah. There's a pretty decent flow of funds document that I can definitely share with you and it has the three
items and it shows the to and from and all of that. It was designed to enable the final contract with the company that's
going to run the performing arts center to be a for profit company. That was the whole - the city needed to sell the
land, the building to NPAC. They’re the ones that are constructing.
Laura Colquhoun
Well they didn't sell it, they gave it.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
Well it was a transaction.
Laura Colquhoun
There was no money exchanging hands. It was just a quick…
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
The city was reimbursed $2 million for the…
Laura Colquhoun
No that was for the original - I got all the documents.
Chairman Donchess
One minute.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
You have it but I’ll get you a more better information.
Laura Colquhoun
Originally they were refunded from what they paid to Alec's Shoe Store.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
Right. Correct.
Chairman Dowd
All right. I’d like to move on to Public Library. We've had enough questions. You've asked a bazillion questions
tonight. You're tying up the entire city government. You know a lot of these questions that you're asking you've asked
on Right to Know requests.
Laurie Ortolano
I have not.
Chairman Dowd
You’ve asked them at other meetings and had answers.
Laurie Ortolano
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I have not.
Chairman Dowd
Do you have a question that you're going to ask that hasn't been asked before?
Laurie Ortolano
Yes.
Chairman Dowd
All right. Go ahead.
Laurie Ortolano
And you need to go home and go to bed because you're very grumpy.
Chairman Dowd
No, you haven't seen me when I'm grumpy.
Laurie Ortolano
I have. Is the NPAC a public entity? Because of the way the city structured this deal to get the new market tax credit,
how does citizens have oversight of a very large amount of money that is involved in the construction project as well
as funding or moving money into this non-funded entity that needs money? How are citizens able to track that if it is
not a public entity governed under 91? So my question is, is the NPAC a public entity covered under 91-A?
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
It was done by the Legal Department contributed heavily. I'm not sure if it…
Laurie Ortolano
Do we know what the NPAC is? Like what kind of business - I mean I know it's a for profit but what is it exactly? It's a
for profit what? Is it governed? For example, I was told the Main Street Realty, which was that intermediary that the
money moved through which was the nonprofit portion before it was picked up by the NPAC was a 162G – RSA 162G
entity is what Tim Cummings said. That is a public entity subject to public knowledge so you can ask questions about
it.
Now, the reason I haven't asked these questions is because I've never been able to understand if the NPAC is in fact
is it a 162G? What RSA governs the type of business this for profit is and does the public have any ability to
understand? For example, there’s a huge construction project going on. We get no updates.
Chairman Dowd
One minute.
Laurie Ortolano
Do we have the ability to understand that?
Chairman Dowd
Mr. Griffin, is this part of the budget?
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
It's part of the budget to the extent that there's appropriations and revenue.
Chairman Dowd
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Okay.
Laurie Ortolano
Okay, thank you.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
The question I believe is you're trying to find out is what if any rules govern the NPAC organization that's been
incorporated?
Laurie Ortolano
Exactly.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
Right and I don't have that answer.
Laurie Ortolano
I've been trying to get that answer for a long time. Thank you.
Chairman Dowd
Alright we'll move on to Public Library. It's Department 179. Any questions on the Public Library only.
Unidentified Female Speaker
I wanted to ask about parking violations.
Chairman Dowd
That's not in Public Library so.
Unidentified Female Speaker
Well it was until the last person was…
Chairman Dowd
Then you could submit a request question and it'll be answered.
Unidentified Speaker
Inaudible.
Chairman Dowd
All right. One last question on that area.
Unidentified Female Speaker
I don’t know if this is a solution. It certainly isn’t a long-term solution but when I looked at parking violation fees.
Looked like a fair amount of money comes in and I thought well how much money do we spend on the parking
enforcement group? So I looked at that. I forgot what page I saw the fees on but it was like $350,000 up through
$419,000 something. I forget what page that was, but the administrative costs are on page 279. So unless I've
completely misunderstood, each person and they're only not quite four people are generating over $100,000 in fees.
So as a short term solution that might actually help my neighborhood temporarily to encourage people not to park in
the wrong places, perhaps we could generate for a year more money by enforcing parking and at a fairly low cost
since we're not paying the people on enforcement anywhere close to what apparently they're bringing in on fees. So
just a suggestion that that might be one way we can add money to our budget inexpensively, solve the illegal parking
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problems that at least in my neighborhood we see around Roby Park all the time, and make it a short term goal
because certainly we don't want to be punitive for a long term but it might teach people simultaneously how to do a
better job at using parking lots…
Chairman Dowd
One minute.
Unidentified Female Speaker
…and that sort of thing. Just a suggestion.
Also, one other suggestion. I heard you say Mayor Donchess that these assessing issues are difficult because they're
hunting for what the question is in the document. It seems like an obvious and easy solution to my mind would be to
have a form that you submit it with a form and the request of what you want is written in a specific spot and that would
speed up your process.
Mayor Donchess
Well that would be great but the law doesn't allow that. You have to fish through any communication to try to find out
even if it's on page six. If they’re buried in a paragraph or request for a document, you've got to find it and comply with
it. It doesn't have to identify itself. You can't require a form. That would certainly make things…
Chairman Dowd
You can't speak from that far away. Nobody's gonna hear you. So Public Library. Any questions on the Public
Library? Seeing none. Financial Services Division - 118 other General Government, 126 Financial Services.
Laurie Ortolano
Laurie Ortolano, 41. Berkeley Street. Since the money that Mr. Griffin discussed with the NPAC are part of the
budgetary items are covered under Financial Services, I guess I’d just like to make a statement on this. That is when
you set up an entity like NPAC and it's such a complicated process and the understanding of how that entity exists,
who controls it, who's on the board isn't available, isn't readily available at all. You’ve got to file a Right to Know,
right? That's what you got to do. I know I've tried to speak to Tim Cummings about it and he refuses to answer the
questions. So I'd have to submit something in writing and I haven't done that.
But I'm also very concerned that something so complex that the Aldermen had a difficult time understanding it does
not have citizen oversight, wasn't set up such that we could monitor what's going on, or have accountability to the
public. That deeply disturbs me given the complexity of this center and you know $30 - $40 million of expenditures
that are going to go into it. I just don't think that was right. Thank you.
Chairman Dowd
Any other questions on Financial Services Division? Seeing none, we'll move on to capital improvements. Capital
equipment - capital improvements.
Fred Teeboom
I have two quick questions. Number one, the capital equipment is that a CERF Mr. Griffin?
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
Capital equipment is…
Fred Teeboom
Basically 06 is all CERF. Since it's all CERF is that part of the annual budget? Does that come under general fund?
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
Mr. Chairman, John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector. The page 306 that Mr. Teeboom referenced, that's the
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slate of vehicles that I proposed to the Board of Aldermen to approve. The CERF - the capital equipment reserve fund
is a capital fund that has funds in it.
Fred Teeboom
I understand that.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
That's already been appropriated.
Fred Teeboom
I'm just asking is that CERF that figure in that $1.2 million - $1.27 million is that part of the annual budget?
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
So the $1.2 million that the title is funded by bonds?
Fred Teeboom
Well, I'm looking at page 306.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
Right. So the total required funds - the total cost is 3.567 and the amount funded by the capital equipment reserve
fund is $2,257,882. The items that are listed under bonding to include a firetruck, a dozer, those are going to be
bonded once approved by this body with this budget.
Fred Teeboom
What about the others?
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
Which one?
Fred Teeboom
Well the whole bunch - Fire, Police, Park and Rec.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
They're funded out of the capital equipment reserve fund and is part of this budget.
Chairman Dowd
One minute.
Mayor Donchess
I think the way to explain is there's a capital equipment reserve fund and there's a transfer made into that fund every
year. Usually at the end of the year there's a remaining balance which then is carried forward to the next year and
then the next year there's an appropriation into the fund. As part of the budget, this list that you see here on page 306
with many pieces of equipment – Police, Fire, Public Works, etc….
Chairman Dowd
Half a minutes.
Mayor Donchess
…those purchases are approved from the reserve fund by the Board of Aldermen when this budget is approved.
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Fred Teeboom
Is a transfer (inaudible) through the interfund transfer account?
Mayor Donchess
Typically over the last number of years, the transfer to the capital equipment reserve fund has occurred as part of the
escrow process. So we generate money and surplus based upon unexpended appropriations as well as revenue
which exceeded estimates. That money typically the biggest uses are relief for tax relief, buying down the tax rate,
and number two, the CERF.
Fred Teeboom
So they do not show up in annual budget?
Mayor Donchess
The transfer in?
Fred Teeboom
The $1.7 million. I understand the transfer.
Mayor Donchess
Yes, I think you're right. Yes, the transfer is occurring. There's a balance in there at the beginning of the year. So
some of the $3.5 million - well its 2.5 because 1.2 is bonded but part of the 1.2 is there at the beginning of the year
that is supplemented by a transfer in later typically from the balance that will be there at the beginning of the year. In
other words, on July 1, 2022 will be supplemented by an escrow which will add to the fund, and will cover then from
the fund will be expanded the 2.2 million, and there probably will be a balance at the end of the year that is at June 30,
2023.
Fred Teeboom
So it's done through escrow – it’s funded through escrow?
Mayor Donchess
Yes.
Fred Teeboom
Okay. That means they’re not shown in the annual budget.
Mayor Donchess
It is typically been done through escrow, correct.
Fred Teeboom
So they’re not shown an annual budget which was my initial…
Mayor Donchess
The transfer in no, it is not. Correct?
Chairman Dowd
Your time is up.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
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That's correct. One final point to help Mr. Teeboom. Page 307, line 4 that's the capital equipment reserve fund at the
time we put this particular document together. So 4.168 is sitting there ready to be spent on these items and the prior
items from prior years.
Fred Teeboom
But you’re not funding $31 million in their annual budget. It’s just a summary. I think I know the answer. I think that
does not show up in the annual budget.
I had one other quick question Mr. Chairman. Is the page 218 where you have the capital improvements? On that
table on page 218 are those bonded projects or are they cash?
Mayor Donchess
Cash.
Fred Teeboom
Okay, thank you.
Chairman Dowd
All right. Any other questions on capital improvements? See none, we'll move on to other public safety - 159 hydrant
fees, fire protection, 162 street lighting. Any questions on that part of the budget? Seeing none, we'll move on to debt
service contingency and interfund transfers. Department 193 debt service, 194 contingency, 198 interfund transfers,
2508 special road and highway fund, 2510 Pennichuck acquisition bond fund, and various cities special revenue funds
funded by grants.
Laura Colquhoun
Laura Colquhoun, 30 Greenwood Drive. Under the interfund transfer account if you look on page 215, you will see the
solid waste will show you the figure of $5,188,000 for the year 2021 but it's not showing the $5.8 million for 2023. Yet
if you go to page 226 at the bottom of the page for solid waste, it said these fees are going to be transferred out of the
general fund account. Why is that? That's what I call creative accounting.
Chairman Dowd
Is this a question on other public safety that I just pointed out?
Laura Colquhoun
Debt service.
Chairman Dowd
Oh, I'm sorry. Debt service. Never mind. My fault. I apologize.
Laura Colquhoun
Go to page 215 and 226.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
Right. So Mr. Chairman, if I may. There's no sleight of hand here. This is how, when I came on board, this is how it
was done. Solid waste has never been able to be...
Laura Colquhoun
But you say on page 226, it says is being transferred out. Plus if you look on page 215, you will see the money that
was transferred out in 2022. There's a 5.188 that was transferred out and too. So why would you list it, you know, for
last year and you're just not bringing it over in the current budget and you've been doing this for years?
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John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
There could be another way of doing it. All I’m saying is…
Laura Colquhoun
Yeah to bring it over because it's part of it. It's an expense out of the general fund.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
Right. It's gonna be a general fund. Matter of fact, that's one of the lines on our tax calculation. So it's definitely
there. How it’s done here - I'll get you a better answer but the reason why it's shown in the transfer…
Chairman Dowd
One minute.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
…is because that's what happens in 2022. If we put it in the proposed budget, we'd be $5 million over the total
municipal budget.
Laura Colquhoun
So we’re still going to pay that money.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
Yes, that's correct.
Laura Colquhoun
And please let him finish and don't be rude to interrupt people.
Chairman Dowd
I have to give you the time.
Laurie Ortolano
Laurie Ortolano, 41 Berkeley Street. I have a question on the interfund transfers out on page 215 and I was there
when the Finance office was covering this in the Budget meeting. There are two ETFs that were set up - the transfer
to Eastside Recreation Facility ETF and the BIDA ETF that through 2022 as of April 30th carried a certain sum of
money - three quarters of a million dollars and a quarter of a million dollars and each one respectively. Then in 2023,
they're blank. Has that money been removed, or was it spent, or are those carrying over into 2023? What happened
to that money? It's on page 250.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
I can answer that. So we only transfer at one time so we're not going to do it again. But what I want to get for you is
the page number of the trust fund that will show the 750 and the 250 in it, which is on page 307.
Laurie Ortolano
Okay.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
So if you looked at 307, you're going to see the BIDA line 38 that now because it has a little bit of interest $250,061, I
believe, and then there's one here for the 750.
Laurie Ortolano
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So I'm just confused by the fact that the 2023 proposed department budget shows nothing. It's not a zero, it's just a
dash. So I guess in a nutshell, does BIDA have $250,000 in the ETF?
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
It has $250,081.
Laurie Ortolano
And that is continuing? They're continuing to have that amount of money?
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
They have that money and they haven't spent anything yet.
Chairman Dowd
One minute.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
But one final point on a dash means a zero.
Laurie Ortolano
Okay.
Mayor Donchess
So where that came from is when the - pursuant to a development agreement, I don't know a dozen years ago, a
parcel of land formerly John Mansville was sold by the city to the to a developer for $750,000. That money was
allocated, $250,000 remained with BIDA so that they could maybe generate another project and additional tax money,
and $500,000 I think went to a fund dedicated to recreation in the neighborhood where the land was sold. So that was
you know, money that came in from outside of the city dedicated to those two purposes.
Chairman Dowd
Half a minute.
Laurie Ortolano
Okay. My only concern is, you know, I'm sensitive to these ETFs. If you have committees and organizations that
don't meet and aren't like BIDA is not an actively meeting group. I'm opposed to funding them with ETFs if there are
no projects. This money can be used to reduce the tax rate and I think we should be looking at No ETFs in
determining if the money is being spent and if it isn't and projects aren’t on the horizon, why we just are putting the
money there? Thank you.
Chairman Dowd
Any other questions on debt service contingent interfund transfers?
Fred Teeboom
Fred Teeboom, 24 Cheyenne Drive. You have listed here the city special revenue funded by grants but you don't list
the school special revenues are listed by grants but the school are listed on the special revenue funds on the last
page. If I look at the listing on page 257 if that is a special revenue fund and I said grants should not be in his budget,
but even if it’s a special revenue fund, then it needs to be accounted for. Special revenue funds are funds for a very
specific purpose. They’re non-lapsing. They’re for a specific purpose funded by very dedicated and specific source.
If you look at special revenue funds, they all have a little story to tell. Revenues and appropriations. Nowhere do I
see in this table of page 257, and the same applies for the school – might as well as get it for that one because there’s
another link to DPW. $21 million dollars of various grants. Some are estimated. I think all estimated but there's no
accounting. If I went to the DRA and said the City of Nashua – and this is CFO Griffin because I disagree with what
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you're doing and I disagree with what Attorney Bolton set this whole thing up about a year ago. If I went to DRA and I
might do that and say the City of Nashua establish a special revenue funds but they do no accounting. Why not?
Chairman Dowd
One minute.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
There is accounting. It's just not shown here.
Fred Teeboom
They are supposed to show revenues and appropriations. How you come in and how you spend it. If you look at all
the other special revenues, they all have a story to tell. If that's the answer, that's totally unsatisfactory. We're gonna
we're gonna deal with that grant a lot more. I may want to go to DRA and ask them why is Nashua not accounting for
special revenue funds. Mayor this is for you (inaudible) CFO Griffin.
Chairman Dowd
Any other questions on debt service, contingent, and interfund transfers?
Laurie Ortolano
Laurie Ortolano, 41 Berkeley Street. I just want to address here because I don't know where else to address it - the
spending cap because this debt service and these grants are part of that issue, especially with bonding. I don't
understand why the grant money's in there and I listened to this discussion from the Mayor where he seemed to
concur that he doesn't think the grant money should be there. However, the legislator the language in the bill is
forcing him to do that. I would disagree on that from a number a couple of positions here.
Chairman Dowd
Do you have a question?
Laurie Ortolano
Where can I have a discussion about the spending cap?
Chairman Dowd
You know this is not on this particular part of the budget.
Laurie Ortolano
Where is it?
Chairman Dowd
We addressed spending cap earlier in the evening.
Laurie Ortolano
No Fred just came up and started with it because he chose to. It really wasn't - he opened it and he was given the
floor to do so. You didn't have a special spot for it so where am I supposed to address it?
Chairman Dowd
So the spending cap is determined by the city. It's not part of the budget in that what we are going to budget and
spend either, you know, falls within or doesn't fall within the spending cap. The definitions that we've had on the
spending cap is we're way under. So if there were any concerns about the spending cap, I don't know where you’d
address them but I don't think you're gonna have any answers here.
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Laurie Ortolano
Well, you know, with all due respect Alderman Dowd you're the one who said that your questions on the spending cap
could be answered at the hearing. And you told us to take our questions to the hearing.
Chairman Dowd
And you had questions at the beginning and they were answered.
Laurie Ortolano
That was one individual. Because I didn't come up, I lost my chance? It wasn't in the budget. It's not part of your
sheet. Just because Mr. Teeboom chose to address it as the first line item, I forfeited my chance to address it
because he addressed it in the Mayor's office? That's not right.
Chairman Dowd
Do you have a specific answerable question on the spending cap?
Laurie Ortolano
Yes, I do.
Chairman Dowd
Then ask the question.
Laurie Ortolano
Why are we duplicating debt service? Debt service is accounted for in our budget on a regular basis but then we turn
around in the spending cap and we list all the bond debt as part of the spending cap to account for. How is that not an
act of double accounting? I'm particularly concerned with the list you gave the Board at the meeting when the
spending cap discussion was done looking at money that was being reallocated from the Bradstreet Parkway, I
believe, to do some lighting initiatives - LED lighting initiatives. We had a bond for the Broad Street Parkway. We
paid debt service on that bond. We've had extra money so now we've reallocated it to a project and now we're putting
all of that bond money down.
Chairman Dowd
Your time's up. I'll let him answer the question.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
The question if I understand it is why are we putting, and I'm going to call it appropriations, all appropriations in the
calculation and I described earlier. Nothing on the spending cap excludes it. The Mayor addressed that as well.
That's the answer.
Chairman Dowd
And your time's up. We’re going to move on to Public Works and Engineering, Department 160 Administration and
Engineering, 161 Street Department, 177 Parks and Recreation, 168 Solid Waste fund, 169 Wastewater user fund.
Are there any questions?
Christina McKinley
Yes. Christina McKinley, 6 Southgate Drive. I opened with a comment that the mission statements helped me
understand what the rules were for all of these departments underneath the Public Works. I made note at that time
that there is nothing in any of these mission statements that is devoted specifically to green space. So I'm asking the
question is it possible Mayor Donchess that green space is important enough in our community that we could realign
some effort and people from the existing departments to focus specifically on that? I think there are different skills
connected to people whose expertise is asphalt, and wastewater, and sewers. People whose expertise is ballparks,
and baseball parks, and soccer fields, and those kinds of things. I just think that there isn't any one amongst here and
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based on the mission statements it would indicate that whose real focus is on green space. Let me remind you that
we've spent an awful lot of time in the last two years with people locked down so that ballparks, teams weren't playing.
The green space as an abutter to a green space that is now being kind of destroyed. I can tell you they wander into
my property delighted to be able to be outdoors and quietly…
Chairman Dowd
One minute.
Christina McKinley
…on their own, or walk their dog, or something. Is it possible to create some people from existing expenses who
could focus on green space and recognizing also that trees if you look up almost anybody who's interested in climate,
they will tell you the more trees we can plant the cleaner our air is. So taking trees downs just for more ball fields
seems wrong.
Mayor Donchess
Well I certainly agree with you regarding the importance of green space and, you know, maintaining and establishing
everything we can, you know, realistically there. I mean we do have - there is this statement. I mean there is this.
The Parks and Recreation Department maintains over 900 acres of parks through the city. The Park Rec strives to
provide a variety of quality, self-supporting recreation and leisure programs for all ages.
I'm not sure that the effort to find more green space is really within the Parks Department. It's as much within
Community Development. For example, there are what conservation land 400-500 acres down near - not right next to
you but down in the southwest – Yudicky Farm. That was really initiated and by well the Board of Aldermen but also
by the Community Development Division. The quality of the parks, the quality of the green space is very important.
You are correct that Parks is understaffed. Of course, we're receiving criticism we're spending too much money.
Parks only has 17 people. It should have more no question but that would involve spending more money.
Christina McKinley
Well I wasn't suggesting adding people. I was asking shuffling some who are focused on something other than soccer
fields, and baseball fields, and that sort of thing.
Mayor Donchess
We'll try but 17 people maintaining - you just hit 900 acres of parks. I mean that is a big, big task. So it is hard for
them to - I mean I get the point and I appreciate and basically agree with it. In just explaining what they're up to which
is hard to…
Christina McKinley
Okay which is really though that their focus is more on organized sports than is…
Mayor Donchess
Their focus is on maintaining the 900 acres of parks we have.
Christina McKinley
But is it primarily on organized sports as opposed to people's ability to be out somewhere in the forest and do what
they want there?
Mayor Donchess
It is not. It is both. I mean certainly we have…
Christina McKinley
I don't see that but okay.
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Mayor Donchess
Your time's up but I will tell you that the Conservation Commission is teaming with the School Building Committee and
we're working with them on the plantings at the both of the new schools. All the schools actually but the two of the
major schools. So the Conservation Commission is deeply involved in that.
Christina McKinley
Just as a comment, it was a comment from the Conservation Committee that brought this to my attention that it is at
least someone's opinion on that Committee that the focus in Nashua is on organized sports in terms of Parks and
Recreation not on green space.
Chairman Dowd
Times up.
Mayor Donchess
I would say the focus is both because we have, you know, thousands of kids involved in Park Rec. You know 2,000
kids playing soccer I think. On the other hand, we have Mine Falls Park. 90% of that is wilderness and there's
several soccer fields but we have Greeley which is basically split between - well probably most of Greeley is green
space. A couple of soccer fields and some tennis courts. You have pointed out you live near Roby and there is a disc
golf course being established there. But other parks are just purely green space and they have no recreation within
them. So depends on the park. I get the point. The green space is very important. If we can, you know, I think we
should establish more and maintain that we have as the best quality possible. It is very important.
Chairman Dowd
Okay. Questions for the Public Works and Engineering?
Laurie Ortolano
Are we allowed to make a statement? What's the rule again? It starts off with a new department…
Chairman Dowd
We’re trying to move things along so I'd prefer that you ask a question involving that department. No statements.
Laurie Ortolano
Well, I'm gonna have a few statements. You can't change the rule in the middle of game. Now I spent years in
Litchfield doing public hearings and actually having special meetings, right, warrant meetings on Saturday mornings.
A town with a $13 million budget assemble…
Chairman Dowd
Please ask a question.
Laurie Ortolano
And you spend six, seven, eight hours of your Saturday, all day, having public discussions about your budget. We
come here at seven o'clock and you're ready to throw the towel in by nine and you're ticked off that we're not moving
along. This is an abomination.
Now regarding Public Works. I have concerns with the public relations position in that department. I think it's falling
short and I think this Roby Park issue is a great example of where it fell short. I think it's an unnecessary position and
we should be funding that because I don't think the public relations is happening the way it should with the outreach to
the community when things are going on that affect the community. Roby Park was a perfect example. I was there
for all of those Public Works meetings where the discussion took place, the vote went down, it was very quick. There
was almost no discussion, real discussion by the board. I do feel we're falling short on green space. When the Mayor
mentions that we have 17 people to maintain 900 acres of park and that's very difficult, I recall Alderman Jette asking
if they felt to Public Works if they were able to do that and do that maintenance and the answer was yes.
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Now one of the concerns I have is that I'm not certain we're deploying those Park people efficiently or correctly. It is
very important…
Chairman Dowd
One minute.
Laurie Ortolano
…that their work schedules get done the day before so that when they come to work at seven in the morning, they're
ready to roll out and do parks work. I think we're not handling that staff correctly and those inefficiencies we are
paying a lot of money for. So I'm not in tune to keep the budget as it is and fund this because I don't think we're doing
the right thing here. Thank you.
Chairman Dowd
Any other questions on Public Works and Engineering?
Paul Hutsteiner
Paul Hutsteiner, 210 Brook Village Road. Would there be any funding for creating a short section of walkway on the
DW Highway where the retaining wall of a cemetery is maybe a foot away from the travel lane on the highway and its
right by the Royal Ridge entrance so that the development - I've walked by it and it's kind of scary.
Mayor Donchess
Is there a sidewalk there now? No, you're saying no, right?
Paul Hutsteiner
No there is not. And you'd kind of have to make something elevated to go over the retaining wall of the cemetery
unless you wanted to cut into the cemetery.
Mayor Donchess
We could have Public Works look into that. Lisa Fauteux, Director of Public Works is here along with Dan Hudson,
the City Engineer. They could check that out and they are listening.
Chairman Dowd
Seeing no other questions on Public Works and Engineering, go to public safety Fire Department, Department 152.
Any questions on the Fire Department? Seeing none, I'll move on to Community Development Division, 153 Building
Inspection, 155 Code Enforcement, 170 Hydroelectric operations, 181 Community Development, 182 Planning and
Zoning, 185 Sustainability, 109 Civic and Community Activities, and 186 Transportation. Are there any questions on
that Division?
Laurie Ortolano
Laurie Ortolano, 41 Berkeley Street. Based on information and belief, there was a scanning project going on in the
Building Permit Department to scan records like Assessing. I didn't realize that was happening but it was underway.
Can anyone tell me what the scope of that scanning project is? When those records will be available to the public?
There are computers set up but they're not working. What the cost was for that project and if we've completed it?
Matt Sullivan, Community Development Division Director
The scanning process that's underway currently within the Building Department is what I would refer to as an
incremental scanning process. It's something that we are undertaking with our existing staff to digitize records as they
come in, particularly for new permit applications. As we actually go through that process and speaking specifically to
the question and our use of Civicgov, which is the customer portal for permits and inspections, we're focusing our
effort right now again on process moving forward and new applications. Currently there's no funding available to
actually resource it historical scanning process for existing records that exists within the Building Safety Department
and so we have not funded that as of today.
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Speaking to that same effort in the Planning and Zoning Department, we actually do have a current part time staff
person who is digitizing old site plan and subdivision records as well as incrementally moving through all of our
minutes and applications as well. But currently, there's no dedicated funding within the Building Safety Department for
that scanning project. It's something that current staff are undertaking as we go.
Laurie Ortolano
Okay. It's not a separate outsourced item?
Matt Sullivan, Community Development Division Director
Correct.
Laurie Ortolano
And the newer records and applications that are being scanned or digitized eventually they will move to that citizen
portal but that's not available yet?
Chairman Dowd
One minute.
Matt Sullivan, Community Development Division Director
That's correct. We're working with Information Technology and Administrative Services but unfortunately, that citizen
portal is not yet available. We hope to roll it out sometime over the next year working cooperatively with IT.
Laurie Ortolano
And are you redacting your records as your person - are you under reduction requirements to redact your records?
Matt Sullivan, Community Development Division Director
We are not currently redacting records. The reason for that is that currently the files are not redacted in any way and
so we're providing them in the same manner that we have historically.
Laurie Ortolano
Okay so phone numbers or email addresses remain on those documents?
Matt Sullivan, Community Development Division Director
We are not currently redacted.
Laurie Ortolano
Okay. Also…
Chairman Dowd
30 seconds.
Laurie Ortolano
Okay. Also one last question. What do you see for code enforcement violations and how do you track that?
Matt Sullivan, Community Development Division Director
Mr. Chair we track code enforcement violations using the same process and software that we use for building permits
- that being Civicgov. We track it on an address by address basis. Our code enforcement process operates on a
complaint basis, unless it's something that's easily seen by a member of city staff out in the field. Therefore when we
field a complaint or receive a complaint, we respond, we conduct an investigation, and respond appropriately under
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the legal process defined in Statute. But again, that system lives within the Civicgov software that we're using for all
of our other permanent processes currently.
Chairman Dowd
Times up.
Laurie Ortolano
Thank you.
Chairman Dowd
Any other questions on Community Development? See none. I'll move on to public safety Police Department. Any
questions relative to the Police Department? Seeing none, I'll move…
Laurie Ortolano
Laurie Ortolano, 41 Berkeley Street. I have just a quick question. I'm wondering how many DARE officers or how
many officer we have that cover our public schools in Nashua. I'm wondering how we handle how we document fights
or issues in the schools. I'm concerned about the high schools because they have to cancel the F Block. And how is
that documented either by the School District or the Police Department? And then I have a couple other questions.
Kevin Rourke, Police Chief
We currently have two school resource officers - one at North one at South. If there is an incident at the high school,
the school resource officers are responsible for documenting.
Laurie Ortolano
And I'm wondering - I know at one point we had a fully staffed Police Department. We had all the positions filled and I
know that sort of a rarity. Where do we stand now with staffing and filling positions for the department?
Kevin Rourke, Police Chief
Last July we were at full staff at 179. Right now we're between - short 10 or 12 officers. We have a couple of pending
retirements.
Laurie Ortolano
And I know last year a lady addressed the overtime budget and the amount of money that's put in overtime versus
regular staffing. I'm wondering if we could get a little bit of information on what's going on with that overtime budget
where we stand on it, what is using that overtime budget, where does money come from if you're investigating a
homicide. Have you seen more incidents of that kind of thing?
Karen Smith, Business Manager
The overtime budget is funded at what would be about $25,000 a week. Our overtime runs anywhere around $40,000
to $45,000 a week depending on how our activity is depending on crime or coverage. So basically the budget is set
up for overtime into four categories. We have training, we have overtime, and we have investigations, and then we
have another account, which would be more of a miscellaneous but all related to overtime. So basically the way our
payroll is set up is to have the overtime underfunded and then offset by the payroll account. So right now we're
running because of the vacancies, we have numerous vacancies, about a million dollars in an overage on the
overtime and a million dollars offset from the payroll to break about even. I'd have to see again its still two more
weeks in the year. There will be a little bit of a surplus, knock on wood, depending on the activity in the next two
weeks.
We also have an expendable trust fund account and that is for my major crimes. It's been compared to other
departments that have a snow account. So we request $100,000 a year to fund that account. I can give you the
example of this year we had in July, unfortunately, early in the year activity. So that account was hit very hard $70,000 right up front July, August. So we use that account for significances and once that is depleted, we need to go
to our operational account. So again this June, we had activity again as late as June and I just had $20,000 last week
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that we had for a significant occurrence. That is it in a nutshell.
Chairman Dowd
Thank you. Any other questions for the Police Department?
Fred Teeboom
Every two years we have a new Chief.
At the risk of getting arrested tonight, I'm doing a spreadsheet of the budgets in the city of 2006 to 2023. I've
obviously they have not completed that but just a quick snapshot. In 2011, the Police Department's budget was $18
million. In 2023, the Police Department budget is $37.1 million. So you have the honor Chief that your department
has the highest growth rate of all the departments. You’ve grown by 106%. You're going by if you look at the 106%
over 13 years, that's about 8% a year. That's a phenomenal growth. I'm not talking about overtime. There's not
much growth (inaudible). Why are you the largest fastest growing department in the city? Don't arrest me. That's a
problem. The departments that have union contracts – school, Police, Fire, and Public Works are the fastest growing
departments in the city. The departments in the general government like Parks and whatnot are actually coming
down. Mayor Donchess (inaudible) they’re coming down while these other three is growing.
Chairman Dowd
One minute.
Fred Teeboom
You don't have an answer. I think Mr. Chairman you start cutting these budgets. We got needs. Oh my friend,
taxpayers have needs too.
Chairman Dowd
Thank you Chief. Thank you Karen. Any other questions on Police? Seeing none, we'll move on education. Any
questions on education?
Christina McKinley
Christina McKinley, 6 Southgate Drive. I'm sorry Mayor Donchess isn’t here to hear this but I'm, again, pleased that
there is a mission statement that gives me a backdrop for what the focus of our Education Department is and it
perhaps ties in with Fred Teeboom’s comment of how the Police Department and all the departments that are
governed by unions are increasing so fast and significantly. When I look at the mission statement for our Education
Department, there is so much focus on what has been accomplished that connects to our union contracts. I get that
that's an accomplishment, but that doesn't seem like that ought to be the focus of our Education Department. Then
when we get to student achievement, they can point out overall achievement versus students standouts. Well there
are some students standouts and there always are but what isn't focused on is overall achievement. I believe
Nashua, not different than many, many public schools across the country, achievement levels have been going down
for decades. It would seem that the mission statement from our Education Department would be to be increasing…
Chairman Dowd
One minute.
Christina McKinley
… overall achievement levels. So my question is since the budget, and I believe John Griffin last year told me 53% of
our budget was education. So my understanding is, well I don't know John maybe you can tell us this year what is the
percentage of our budget on education? But how does that match up? I see nothing in this document that tells me
how does that match up with declining student population? How does that factor in with well with (inaudible) student
populations that's smaller classes. I often see what we're doing for lots of kids that are in trouble but I'd really like to
know what are we doing…
Chairman Dowd
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Times up.
Christina McKinley
…for the gifted students because I believe that the competition in our world right now, most of us are going to need to
work for a company that a gifted student has figured out how to make something new that isn't around yet. So we
best not ignore them.
Chairman Dowd
Times up.
Christina McKinley
Mayor Donchess what are the answers to those questions?
Mayor Donchess
Well the School Department is run by the School Board and they take up those questions. They're responsible but I
can say overall that education is very important. That the gifted students certainly should be addressed along with
those that struggle a little bit more. I mean every student is valuable and every student should be given attention
according to their needs.
In terms of the amount of money spent on the School Department, it is the majority of the money in the city. I mean
it's the by far the most expensive service.
Christina McKinley
There’s nothing that tells me what the difference of cost per pupil is now.
Chairman Dowd
Your time is up but that was presented by the Board of Education last night.
Christina McKinley
Well this is the Education Department but why isn't that part of this budget?
Mayor Donchess
Why the Board of Ed is not here to answer educational questions, I don't know. I can say that the average
expenditure per student is calculated and appears on the State Education website for I believe every district in New
Hampshire. Our expenditures are less than many which you could either criticize or praise. I don't know but I think
it's, you know, $14,000 - $15,000.
Chairman Dowd
Excuse me, your time is up and that information is on a presentation that was given by the Board last night and it's on
the website.
Christina McKinley
Okay well I'm responding to education. This is my question, especially for you. We have almost no people who live in
this in this community here tonight. Almost everyone who's here is part of the city structure is either working for or in
some way part of the department. If we were bringing our children to see how the city works, Alderman Dowd would
you be proud of what they saw you do this evening?
Chairman Dowd
Yes.
Christina McKinley
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I wouldn't.
Chairman Dowd
Well that's your opinion.
Fred Teeboom
Education. I mentioned that I had not doing the spreadsheets and I mentioned the Police Chief had gone up 106%.
Education in the same 13 years went up 91%. It's $167 million. $167 million we spent on education in the city. The
math scores are down. English scores are down. The science scores are down. The reading scores are down. But
they keep charging more, and more, and more money and Mr. Chairman all you do is say yes. They got those needs.
It's time you start reducing these budgets not increasing it.
Chairman Dowd
Any other questions on education?
Laurie Ortolano
Laurie Ortolano, 41 Berkeley Street. I too am very concerned about where our schools are moving and how our
children are being educated. I think we're really in a crisis not just in Nashua but in this country and we're failing these
kids. We're charging an awful lot of money to do that. This contract that was voted in, you know, we look at the
performance of our students and it's very average out of 150 districts we're down in in mid to lower range 100th level.
Nothing to write home about but we turn around and say that our raises to our staff have to be, you know, much better
because they deserve more and this is what kills us all. I want to fund success. I don't want to find failure and Mr.
Mayor you wrote in your record in your mission and goals statement that you support strategies to ensure that all of
Nashua’s children reach their full potential. This falls right in line with Christina's question about what we're doing to
get kids to their full potential. Exactly what strategies do you support?
Chairman Dowd
Is that a question for the Mayor?
Mayor Donchess
Well, again, I don't run the School Department but what I support is an excellent education for every student in every
school every day. Now I think our teachers do a very good job. I mean the scores across the country are down. I
don't think - I think our schools are doing a good job by and large in educating Nashua children.
Laurie Ortolano
I'm also very concerned that we were a district that was closed longer than most any district in the State when it came
to COVID. The consequences of that was perilous send our kids. The catch up and the loss in education is
enormous and Nashua is affected by that more than other communities.
Chairman Dowd
One minute.
Laurie Ortolano
There was another question I had regarding education. The School District had to cancel the F block in high school.
The F block is the block where students can go and rotate through the building to speak with teachers, students who
need and want support in tutoring to assist in any subject matter that they're having difficulty with. They had to cancel
F block in the high schools because the fights were so severe they couldn't let the kids go through the hallways.
That's a real loss to public education and our teachers are being paid for these tutoring services that can't be
delivered under an entire 90 minute block because we have safety issues in the hallway and we can't let our students
move through the building.
Chairman Dowd
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Time.
Laurie Ortolano
I think that really affects the quality of our education and I think we're missing something here.
Chairman Dowd
Any other questions on education?
Unidentified Female Speaker
Mr. Griffin are you able to tell me what are the percentages this year?
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
Mr. Chairman, if I may. I took the 167 million divided by 303 million got 55%.
Unidentified Female Speaker
So we've gone from 53 to 55% since last year. Okay.
I'm looking at page 298 and just sort of calculating what the average wages are for teachers. What struck me was
that we're paying two outreach career counselors only $44,000. There are only two of them and I think there must be
an awful lot of young people who are likely looking for that kind of help. So perhaps there are other things people are
doing that could be reshuffled. We certainly don't need to spend more money but other people or utilization of existing
teachers because certainly there are an awful lot of young people that finish high school and have no idea what in the
world they're going to do. Working harder at career counseling seems like a good idea. Would you agree?
Mayor Donchess
That sounds reasonable. I mean just keep in mind we have no line item control over the school budget. We have no
authority or influence over who gets hired in what positions. All we have is bottom line authority.
Unidentified Female Speaker
I understand that but we're talking about taxpayers that are paying 55% of our tax money is going to something that
you tell me we have no control over.
Chairman Dowd
One minute.
Unidentified Female Speaker
That’s kind of frightening.
Mayor Donchess
By law, by State law, the School Board has control over the School Department and that's true in every city in town in
New Hampshire. So I agree more career counseling would be great. I mean but there is an inconsistency between
saying we should hire more people and we're spending too much money.
Unidentified Female Speaker
No I didn’t say hire more. I said reshuffle.
Mayor Donchess
And one could either say reshuffle but you would need to talk to them. What positions would be reshuffled less
teachers?
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Unidentified Female Speaker
Maybe it's something where you get parent advocates into the school. People from lots of different professions and
make more use of your community. It doesn't have to be a full time hire. It can be lots of other creative ways to get
kids more familiar with what their options are.
Mayor Donchess
I think that's a good thing and should be suggested to the school.
Chairman Dowd
Time.
Unidentified Female Speaker
I mean I just think when you look at numbers, you know what people value…
Chairman Dowd
Time.
Unidentified Female Speaker
…and value was 44,000 compared to as a salary and it looks like the average teacher is 68,000.
Chairman Dowd
Excuse me.
Unidentified Female Speaker
Well that tells you something, I think.
Chairman Dowd
Okay. Now move on to capital improvements.
Paul Hutsteiner
I got one more about education. Paul Hutsteiner, 310, Brook Village Road. For a long time I've been getting a chart
about my taxes and it says that maybe 60% of my tax money goes to education. I look around at this auditorium and
it's really nice. You could say opulent and you know then I'll think about the guys who wrote the Declaration of
Independence. They know how to write and they didn't even have electricity. So maybe it's time we rethought about
how we're approaching this idea of education because it's a matter of motivation to obtain that degree of academic
excellence. It's not a matter of swimming pools, and auditoriums, and, you know, millions of dollars in infrastructure.
It’s the individuals and they have to want to do it themselves. So we can keep spending money on it but unless we
can address that problem, I mean I was appalled to hear the idea of fights in the hallways being mentioned. I mean
clearly that's a problem.
Chairman Dowd
Do you have a question?
Paul Hutsteiner
Well, you know, the Board of Ed as it was mentioned isn’t here so, you know, it's more of a statement that we should
rethink what we're doing with the money. That's it.
Chairman Dowd
Okay, moving on from into capital improvements.
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Unidentified Female Speaker
Why isn’t the Board of Education here? Why? Why aren't they required?
Chairman Dowd
Why don't you ask the Board of Education? Capital Improvements - 1001 capital equipment. Any questions? Seeing
none moving on enterprise funds, revenue, and appropriation, solid waste fund, estimated revenue solid waste fund
appropriations.
Fred Teeboom
Fred Teeboom, 24 Cheyenne. Page 226 of your budget book.
Chairman Dowd
226 isn't on this area.
Fred Teeboom
Solid Waste. Are you on page 226?
Chairman Dowd
I’ve got 222 for solid waste funds, estimated revenues and 223 for solid waste fund appropriations.
Fred Teeboom
I'm talking about 226. Is that correct? There is a $5.86 million deficit - solid waste. We all know that. That could be
fixed by charging more fees for solid waste but I'm told never proven that then people will throw the trash in the
streets. I've notice the truth on that but the fact is, there are $5.86 million deficit. That deficit is made up from the
general fund – the general tax base. However on page 215, here’s a question for CFO Griffin. On page 215 transfers
in and transfers out. There is indeed an item called “transfer to solid waste fund”. Zero. I know this has been asked
before and it was an obscure explanation but could you do it again?
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
So Mr. Chairman if I may. I know this isn't clear but bear with me. The reason why you see numbers in Fiscal ‘22 is
because that's what we provided to the Board of Aldermen same book last year that calculation Mr. Teeboom that you
point out. So the very first entry we make accounting wise once this gets adopted is to populate the - is to make the
transfer. Your question is how come there isn't 5.8 million in Fiscal ‘22 proposed transfer?
Fred Teeboom
Yes – 23.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
So what that would do, that would increase the general fund budget up to 307 million. We wouldn't put in – it’s late.
This is how it's been done and it works and in an appropriation. The resolution because where it calls out that shortfall
of $44 million worth of appropriations and only 39 million of revenue.
Fred Teeboom
Mr. Griffin, this question had been asked several times. I suggest you start taking a look at a solution for this problem.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
Thank you.
Chairman Dowd
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Any other questions on solid waste, estimated revenue solid waste fund appropriations?
Fred Teeboom
Solid waste page 227. That’s a table of projects funded by bonds - 7 million. Is that cash or are those bonds?
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
On page 227. Projects funded by bonding. That's going to be projects funded by bonding.
Fred Teeboom
Okay. If the project is funded by bonds, why don't you do what they do in a city's debt service account - I think
account 75 - 74 or 75? It’s a point I made about the spending cap about three hours ago. The annual budget only
deals with interest and principle payment for the current budget year. In this case, 2023. If you look at the city debt
service and the school debt service, the combined payment I think it's 17 million but the bonds are what 100 million
left over? 200 million left over. I didn't even look at it, frankly. So you're handling wastewater different then you're
handling the city and I need to understand why because it makes no sense. It inflates the budget for solid waste
because if you only count interest and principle, that will come down by probably 7 million bucks this year. Can you
explain that?
Chairman Dowd
One minute.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
Solid waste and wastewater we want to appropriate in this budget. The bonds that are going to support the capital in
solid waste and wastewater.
Fred Teeboom
Then why are you handling it differently than the city's bond payments?
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
We just haven't done it.
Fred Teeboom
You haven’t done it.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
We bring in as you know the resolution for allowing the Mayor and the City Treasurer to issue bonds during the year
which is a capital appropriation. This is a supplemental appropriation. If we knew exactly at the beginning of the year
what we wanted to appropriate in that regard, we put it in the budget.
Fred Teeboom
You don’t. What’s the interest rate on these? What is the – are these 20 year bonds, 10 year bonds, 5 year bonds?
Then you would know exactly what they are.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
I don't even know if that's a question.
Fred Teeboom
You need to start taking a look.
Chairman Dowd
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Times up.
Fred Teeboom
There used to be a solid, the wait, the public I don't know if Fauteux is still here but it used to be a – Fredette used to
be the accountant for Public Works.
Chairman Dowd
Time.
Fred Teeboom
You need to have a long talk down a short pier with an accountant.
Chairman Dowd
Next item was wastewater - 6200 wastewater fund estimated revenues, 6200 wastewater fund appropriations. Are
there any questions?
Fred Teeboom
On page 227. No we're wastewater now, right? Page 236 same question.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
And same answer.
Fred Teeboom
And same answer.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
Same answer.
John Griffin, CFO/Treasurer/Tax Collector
813 million. Called it all at once in his budget even though it's been paid for maybe what 10 years, 20 years? Makes
no sense.
Chairman Dowd
Any other questions on wastewater? Seeing none. The last group is special revenue funds revenue and
appropriations. It's Department 2501, 2502, 2503, 2504, 2505, 2506, 2507, 2508, 2510, 2100, 2120, 2201, 2204,
2207. Page 212 – 217 to 2222, 2227, 2232, 2247, 2252, 2257, 2256 and 3899. These have matching revenues and
expenditures.
Fred Teeboom
We're talking about the special revenue funds, right?
Chairman Dowd
All the special revenue funds.
Fred Teeboom
Exactly the ones I mentioned are very specifically targeted non-lapsing fund for a specific purpose funded by specific
source. Like the PEG channel. I mentioned it earlier – television channel funded by Comcast. Can’t spend the
money anywhere else. You can only spend it on the Comcast X, a P and G channels. Here we are an invention of
former Alderman Bolton now City Attorney Bolton. I don’t know if he’s still here. Somehow, Mayor Donchess this is
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craziness. Decided to make grants for the special revenue funds. There's no accounting in the special revenue
funds. No appropriations, no spending, there’s no salaries, nothing like they are in all the other special revenue funds,
which is a requirement of special revenue funds. All you have a table, some of which are either on phase 257 or 275,
anticipated like unanticipated grant funding $4 million. What the hell is that?
Community Development Block Grant - 1.4 million hasn't been over a million dollars for ages. It's typically $700,000.
Look (inaudible) 1.4 million. It's meaningless garbage in this budget book. It shouldn't be there, shouldn't be capped,
should not be part of special revenue funds used. Thank you.
Chairman Dowd
Any other questions on special revenue funds?
Laurie Ortolano
It's unclear to me how these funds ended up in the spending cap calculation and it just seems to me that there's really
no purpose in a spending cap right now because when you can run a calculation and show taxpayers that your 130
million under it, you know, that we could have spent $113 million more and been within our financial responsibilities of
what a spending cap is all about, it's absolutely absurd. The spending cap has been blown away because the feelings
of the administration is the legislation isn't written clear enough to delineate what can and can't be in it. I think one of
the big concerns I have is the word “total expenditures”. I contacted the DRA to ask if there is a DRA definition of
expenditure and there is not. That is a very undefined term and it leaves a door wide open as to how you interpret
what expenditure means and total expenditure. The city has chosen to interpret it to mean all of these grants, all of
these bonds, all of this money that wasn't considered that type of expenditure in the past.
So, you know, I really hate to hear the discussion of the need for litigation and going to court. I'd like to think there's
compromise and when I hear the Mayor say he agrees it doesn't belong in there but the law is allowing you to do it.
Well the law is not preventing you from not doing it and you have a choice. If it doesn't make sense to you or it
doesn't seem reasonable as a method to handle taxpayer money, then you shouldn't do it. Your hands aren't being
tied by this.
I did ask can anyone tell me how other cities with spending caps or tax caps are - I did ask to set another meeting are handling these types of special accounts? Does anyone have any information on that?
Chairman Dowd
One minute.
Laurie Ortolano
No?
Chairman Dowd
It doesn’t appear so.
Laurie Ortolano
Okay. Well I think that information would be good to understand and maybe other, you know, communities are
thinking exactly the way the Mayor is that this doesn't belong here and they're not applying it. But you're recognizing it
doesn't belong here and saying I'm gonna stick it in there anyway and essentially stick it to the taxpayers. I think it's
wrong.
Mayor Donchess
The legislature never should have gotten involved. The tax cap worked pretty well until a lawsuit was brought and the
court invalidated it. Then the legislature messed it up even more. So all we're doing is applying the law that the
legislature passed. They have not given the kind of discretion that you are suggesting and therefore we have a
budget cap that has the problems that you've identified. We have to apply the language of the cap. We have to apply
the language of the Charter. We can't just say, well we don't really like that language. We think it should say
something different so we're going to do something different. We can't. We are bound by the language of the cap
and all the cap says is total expenditures are under the cap. That's all it says. It doesn't say wastewater is excluded.
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It doesn't say grants are excluded. It doesn't say any of that. When you write a check, that's an expenditure at least
that's Webster's definition of it or the common understanding of the word “expenditure”. You write a check, that's an
expenditure. Maybe the Charter should be amended to exclude these things. That might be a good idea but right
now, they're not excluded.
We didn't go to the legislature and seek this change. We fought this change. We said this doesn't make sense. Our
delegation in the House opposed it 100% - both parties. The legislature didn't listen and now we're left with the mess
that the legislature created.
Chairman Dowd
Any other questions on special revenue accounts only.
Unidentified Female Speaker
I just want to report back that…
Chairman Dowd
Name and address for the record.
Unidentified Female Speaker
…was able to find the answer for me.
Chairman Dowd
Name and address for the record.
Unidentified Female Speaker
I have told it so many times. If you don’t have it, there’s something wrong.
Chairman Dowd
We have a transcriptionist who’s not here who doesn’t know whose speaking.
Christina McKinley
Christina McKinley, 6 Southgate Drive. The answer that I was looking for per pupil cost in Nashua is $16,495. That's
astonishing.
I just want to say thank you. I appreciate the civility of almost everyone. One exclusion, but almost everyone and I
would like to say I've been to these for years. I think that it is long past time for us to stop having the meetings set up
like this where we're sort of adversaries. A bunch of seats in a circle with the number of people that show up at these
would be far more reasonable, would allow us to hear from the Aldermen. I would love to hear what they're thinking
and I also would like to thank some of the people that come to this that are clearly involved and well educating
themselves about what is going on. There ought to be thank yous, not rebuffs, not this attitude that makes people feel
as though they are unwelcome. The welcoming Nashua, except that at the public hearing, you don't fit the profile
Alderman Dowd. You are offensive and you do not promote conversation, inquiry, exchange, and I think we ought to
be sitting in a circle, find a new way to do this, and certainly find someone, regardless of what your title is, find
someone who can help people communicate, not deter communication. That's what I would suggest for next year.
I also would say every single department ought to have someone, ought to be required, certainly a department that
55% of our tax dollars is going to could have someone show up at our meeting. That's what I think.
Chairman Dowd
This type of meeting is dictated by State law just for your information. We're done with questions. My job as Chair is
to move the meeting along and make sure people follow the rules.
Christina McKinley
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If we’re asked, you are reason people don’t come.
Chairman Dowd
Well I've been involved for 44 years. We've handled a lot of people. Can I get a motion Alderman O'Brien?
Alderman O’Brien
Thank you Mr. Chairman for recognizing me.
MOTION BY ALDERMAN O’BRIEN TO TABLE R-22-035
MOTION CARRIED
ADJOURNMENT
MOTION BY ALDERMAN O’BRIEN TO ADJOURN
MOTION CARRIED
The meeting was declared closed at 10:38 p.m.

Alderman Michael B. O’Brien, Sr.
Clerk
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